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-  cc: 100-319679 &#39;
.  1 ~.~ - .

_. .- _ _ t, .- -.1._�_-. ..- .. _.~_....92 . _

A....92....;.- Q, .
�L0]�Cg? ]92/I6mwm&#39;m;u1/2 - UNITED s1...» uOVERhIMENT
1&#39;0 ma. BEIJIJRT �F Q; DATE: December 19» 1950
"OM um. mméaqg

&#39; mm msmmzf ="Z_,"I"�&#39;
1;�  6WlJB¢T=

-§EPIOHAGE-R

PURFOSE

�lb set torththe recent developments es to the prosecution of mm�-
Abrehem Brothmen end Miriam Moskovitz, for the purpose of �bringing
Q to date the intonation previously set forth for budget hearing
testzlnomr. -

1 The mu er Brothmn end lloskowitz ccmmnced on Iovember 10, 1950, -I
On llovember 22,4950, the case was pissed in the hands of the Jul.-y who,

these subjects. Brothmen was sentenced to serve two yeera in e penitentisz-§
&#39;sndpsg&#39;et1neoqt$10,000onOountllo. lot the indietmentsndtoserve

�five years end pey s tine of $5,000 on Count: Io. 2. It was ordered that Pq
the sentences vere to run eonsecutiveiy end that Brothmen was to stand
committed until his tine was paid. At the some tine, Judge Keufmsn
sentenced. I-loskowitz to serve two years in the penitentisry end pqr s fine
at $10,000 on Oountlo. 1 of the indictmnt. She was likewise 01-as:-ea
to stead committed rmtil her �ns was peid.

3; 1- recommended that this information be made eveilaible ab the _
Adminietfstive Division tor their tlntoirmetion end use in connection vith :

w

Ithepejagietimoflsteriel tqrthsh the; __-:.= W 0 ALL rqr��mngi��onrmnm � 4/
A 1=_5m;»*__ oA1r_415ig3_sv5o_¢£~_Q&#39;EWT II,3  mam UN0LASS!F&#39;ED M

&#39;-

.4�!

1.
92

92-

1....

UAN 4 195 @

10 "
?*b}�L Q 30

ssmm &#39;I1�19s1* M W� �
- e hF.92>1&#39; �x�

9!»

in the United States District CO92n&#39;1i £01� the Boxrthern District out lei &#39;!OI{li._

utter due deliberation, returned e verdict of guilty es~to each defendant.
��&#39; ~ Iedersl Judge Irving Ksutmn on Hovenher 28, 1950, imposed sentence sgeinst

49/
A!



-- 4_,.. gt

&#39; *3; &#39;

F 1*� -
� sumac�!

Y»l�§_��I-l-J�J -1... -.. L{A� V-» .. �-

mpn�nrnnn-Innis � i � ,

"fa �0§�4I8: Memom-uzlum - UNITED ST�. A <§0vE11m&#39;4ENT&#39;
TO : 1 DiRB &#39;-&#39;1UR DATE: Jgmgry 3, JQJJ

, nmm0  &#39; - ALL mroneaumow comm m
~ mI°w= - F HEREIN as urmssarste

g mTLei :L57__3�Q!2-&#39;1BJ&#39;1I»r§_r:-_
gggn as to whether United States

Attorney1rviggI.Baypo1psrsonsJJ.yvsr:Ltiedthroughacheck ____
of Police �epertmnt    &#39;s ______
1£I.1¢?!61�_3I;@1¥¢n§b11§&#39;TiEé�i&#39;¬1I2I9.0B6;�i&#39;i"�?n1=&#39;=blT$i1nrr:r -
Gold. �Ibis 1: to advise mt the nu in this utter re�ects that

" _ _ the verification of mm: liceose mmiber as heingjhat on the ca; ~/  I Q; u  1ms�o5tsined"�£�hroug1a on mvestiguen at

P10! :

"92

the  York Police Departnsht byjanlgeiat of the Bureau.� l
_ i_ _ _ __ _ _ __ * __ __ i _" 4&#39;

-on " -3: 92
92 _ 92 "&#39;

&#39; Ieonard Iqons, Oolunmiat, indicated in his column, a copy of .-
which 18 attached hereto, that the original in£O11nl.ti0n concerning the ,
license mmberonthe car d:rivenbyBroth1saninl91+lIas ZIIQCBB; __&#39;
further, that United States Attorney Beqpol, upon learning that  �
Brottmsn frequently perked his car in front oi� tire hydrants, checked
the Police Department records and obtained the corroboration with
respect to instant license number having been issued in the name of
Brothnsn. .

A review s nstter reflects that at the time
of the search mde Bureau subsequent to the arrest or /
Harry Gold, a small d in his possession on which appeared

. &#39; his instructions tor his first contact irith Brothmsn. In these in-
structions there was set forth as an identification or the esr in which
Brotlmnn would appear the New York License Io. 289088. .

The file reflects that a cheek
Iew York State Motor Vehicle Bureau, but i
automobile registration records tor t�ns&#39;ye
 rum. 310, p.18! _ __I

_ .1
r�r� . 1

E&#39;E:hc_92&#39;~//� .9 _
.h;* 1-J� .  -w >, I p�

k  ,__1.j_-*� »   .mm1~<1ss1



i

3

- Q _ _ 5. 3
I. �

u-5&#39;5� =

- � Bubaequently, according to the £110,  t
ggggj. J. lliuek made a_check_ gt thg lien  nt»
at which r»ina%-.__hé &#39;d§.t.em1.md.1:m_nh=u.:e.csr§e_�1¢s_=921m!¢11= bum
P.&#39;§_<=_¢§!__9_:L_�_hp__¢ar.nIned.bI.  a§ v1_}.J,__;pd AugunT�I5, 1941
turthar, that Bro�manw car, pt the the at �e mmoniT�h�iEI&#39;R"e&#39;iTo&#39;i&#39;k
License No. 289088.  Ibid. 310, p.18!

�Bu inrcrmtion regarding the Pélioc Depu-meat records nu
danlopod by IBI Agents and not by Sap-pol.

Name. This in for your intorntiun.
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FROM D0-7

OFFICE OF DIRECTOR, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

TO

OFFICIAL INDICATED BELOW BY OHCK MARK _

Hr.
Mr.
Ir. Tolson ____£  

Clegg
Glavin

Mr. Ladd ;_____________
Hr. Nichols __________
Mr. Bosen

Mr. Belmont -

Mr. Mohr

Mr. Neaae

Miss Gandy ¢-__--_.1.�-1.

-
" &#39;.

=*- � wiv, , "g,-15%? 1- :; ff, _ =5

2,,{[19 /
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:11; ;::::--�-%/ �M/1a~?£l~=»Jq
;�&#39;¬@��%*-&#39;�J¢Ji&.¢L"bZ¬TE?£

I=_;� ~ �~���;:�;A * &#39; I 1 :7 i __
See Me

Note and Return

For Your Recommendatio

What are the facts?

Remarks: 1

{-W v@é}£WJW¢
<51&/U ¢r+92£nv9211�

/1

9¬?f�  j . ]_I92{ j !NTA1NE&#39;[_§�_ { W,/;92,92$ {   ALL INFORMATJ t.�

-�H i i 1 - L-___K _, -___ _ 11* __~__<_
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£*1p __�5é§§�0�{l!"H/qizi
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� kt pt 5*£Lma;":su:1cmé|c%&#39;gomm"t�t
_ p oA1£_&#39;Zls1@a92¬Qi=&#39;>__1}§T/b~N

&#39;r I
0

.-"E1-&#39;3

».., ..._. 1. Q-_...�._ --._.-___-_ _e__._...~_ __ _ ___ -___. ___ __ |- _

. 0 t 9 A
en�tnn.Ag: as tar"iu.ga

cu�ee during the 1aIt�n&#39;m.¢. _. -
[Won&#39;t have in team to Jo wuaéut bot.

L_�_§g�1e momenfl have 1 mad on _at Wulme
nqt_92mdermycircawi|h!tahnppyNewYeu-.
&#39; But x_1o1;na1:ter how mad I get-at ot�cinldoml he-.

hllenuututlcvewithmy-umnta-y&#39;men.1thinkAmerlc.
u&#39;en.ice,nndyoue1nquoteme. _ &#39; _ I.�

An4_l_,l¢ �e moment I think my at mile!
ahead d their govu-nment, prepared s the

ncri�oe|tbe:_:|m_inot�ceu~eeh-nit! {rent 92

"!!Ilm�&#39;u:tnted1tilnotbecame1don�thnvean_ew
tur eat but becauaeon the eve oi u my year my_&#39;gov&#39;e
meat does mt tell me whntvital dude: I inult perlorm, what
amen-by any zneuure-ncri�cea I must make to neevthi:
new.yea1-throu¢ht.hewayIbe|init:A.|anAmerican, me and
150,lIl0.000 other Americans. &#39; _ p

I wouldn&#39;t be surprised in&#39;1951 11 things get worn before 1
they" get better. A lot o! thins! wuu1dn&#39;t an-prise me, mginly
92mp1eua.nt.- . . ~~ &#39; _

~13�: I&#39;ve iottoadmit 11: mu glaitobe dive lniklckini. I
Iluspectmontpeop1ewi11,&#39;too.I|ueuIca.uputupwitbthe -
new_yeari!itc&#39;anputupvithvme._;~ _ .&#39;-  &#39; �

. _ . � _

0:4�  V
&#39;1Ie|l-&#39;_l&#39;4:le�Evidence  ,&#39;.&#39;  I 1 .i_ � &#39; .»t LEONARD LIONS: when scientist Harry Gold turned I

state�; evidence end aireed to testify in the Brotbmnn Ipy trial,
&#39;he&#39;told the iederni investigator!� that an espionage contact vim u
made In Elma 1 careywned by B1-othmen. _Gdd said tbet the
license number wu INWBB. A check wu tpade et the bureau
cg mater vehicles tor the ownership registration. but the bureau
1_-epoi-ma am in rm �1&#39;e&#39;co1Qs_had been destroyed . . {The pro-
|o&#39;cutor,"U. 5. Attomex .Bayi>u1, then learned that Brothmm =
ilrequen�ypubedhinenr iptroptothydrmm�echeckedthe
po�ee department  there "obtained the corroboration
�1uriwiea1inthc�1ree-day&#39;pe1&#39;h0clmentinnedbyGold,theowne: &#39; .-

MNMA ressive &#39; &#39; �A

92reHn��ght1:;¢euehotbeibz§power,h|t&#39;gt£ey~haveneve:,in &#39; V

92 I

�beenjnown he be eggnesaive.�Whncver  they =_ ;;_>r"i;
h�avefb92||ht in jhebst 100 yearpwun toreeql on �1em."I�hey &#39; 4".--A-.-1

1

~ Urge»

92

API
qt the cu irhoce linens: number was 220188, Bmth.man,_re1 " ---1� -;-;-~"

-"x._-,;1|uA-. 92

- .0om1.34g&#39;ms.na§>u;�: 5;».  =t- ._-.;;5f}7»&#39; &#39; I}
-.&#39;.;»
¢.r;._ K, >_�I�92
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IEW Y RI /29/&#39;50 8/ii 23 3 ,3?� JOHN 01&#39;!@¥*WSO ".gz:a- :_ .,;&#39;L _
 D 7 &#39; PIQNAGE ~ H ,__ .

" �BEAHAM BROTHMAN. was� � H &#39; BSTRUCTIQN. OF JUSTICE &#39;

_&#39;t 92l&#39;Ih{ extremely valuable date. �BBOTHMAN and
&#39; wmobtain siness from theme GIBBY

*1

5YNOPiI5 F  4, _, _ ,"&#39; jeob tried before 4
US District Judge, 3DNY Trial egem
11/8/50. Convicted .11/22/50 on both _gr- &#39;1
counts. Sentenced �ll/28/50 to 5 years < ,,-

sonment and $15,000 fine on second_ " ., - &#39;
I count and 2 years imprisonment and .

 � "$10,000 fine on first count,. Serving _ j. &#39;
&#39; &#39;of- sentence on first count to begin after

completion .01� sentence on second count.�
Additional material rec .GOLD includes informati �W�? =� -I:1�.I92*�� e
was nterest d in workingA &#39;§929§ openlynzmdwogld furnish Soviet Union &#39; �  "

GOLD visited Amtorg Office in effort to

� ~ NEEDLEMx,,Amtorg Attorney, advised &#39; ,
LD and BROTHMAN not to talk to FBI ,Q��� Ibi�igents in 19M�. m:esn:.n»1,m __g_113gea1y . D

ins?� dissuaded,__BRO!I&#39;H!*1A.N from -cell-1eg"1r1@;-truuijn . &#39;  to -3-?&1�1a Jury in 1911.7 qbout �fe BBPi§i!5~.-*>-  jcopms Q,-_.ST;.�oYED �ée work. GQLD dismissed fro $ _
- -_ � . _; I� 81f1:e1-"indignatiunwseeting 5 "
A  B07 S£P11 1se3___1rbemeen _s11o&#39;r1-11~uu~1 and his employees. 5

� {"3 &#39; H "e_ �S1-IUHA swan identified as nmmwnm - " ;1;_gsA92-.�~~ 17.1 svmwcmxsn, employed at un. In first �, �
&#39; &#39; Q11 9- ,_&#39;§,".&#39;1 interview he refused to answer questions

"sacrum. USA, sum: issuecia
for him. In later interview �

BB.Q.5
tributed $§06whu92B�0-!IiH&!I&#39;S

_ _ _ Q0#;3_é5,Q£E?r&#39;
noun ~bI_, A &#39;1°b"TQ5T&#39; .¢-m. Mu-rv-|i &#39;

�otY- 5.» ,a4&#39;§a&#39;-s1
Los Angeies ! $7

1-Philadelphia o &#39;
1-San Francisco

$,9292 &#39; _j_,.92~ U
.-�¬:¬ww &#39;92 b ?t"��"92£

_|_

. �L

_> 1

E"*>&#39;?.~§!�F925.¬!T@"B&#39;=F~1&#39;** . . ..  &#39;_ &#39; _ distributed outdo  L 4�!
- rd
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1

i SECRET
/

bail fund� Asked by BROTHMAN to
translate certain articles for him
which BROTHMAN claimed were necessary
for his defense. These dealt with"
atomic energy. THOMAS BLACK advised
that GOLD when about to be inducted in
Army spoke to him about taking over
BROTHMAN. BLACK claims he told §QLp
that this would be foolish since he
himself expected to be inducted.
States BROTHMAN has been sympathetic
to Communist movement and to Soviet
Union for many years. Results of
handwriting examination by FBI Lab
set out. Parole report and dis-
position sheet enolosed. 4

QPQ

$5 J Q
/M W56 4/o~ 4%
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I - rapist mo_sus_ssqvam1 LEGAL Pa_c>caovass_�

The trial of ABRAHAM saormun and Mragé�osxowxmz
began November 8, 1950, before IRVING R. KA , United
States District Judge for the Southern District of New
York, in accordance with the ruling of Federal Judge
WILLIAM H. BONDY made October 30. 1950. At the opening
session of this trial certain preliminaries were dis-
posed of including the ruling of Judge KAUFMAN to remand

. both defendants to the custody of the United States
Marshal during this trial. Both sides were instructed
by the judge to be prepared to begin with the selection
of a jury on November 10, 1950. The government was
represented at this session and throughout the entire
trial by United States Attorney IRVING R. SAYPOL and his
assistants ROY M. COHN and JOHN M. FOLEY. Special -
Assistant to the Attorney General THOMAS J. DONEGAN also
assisted throughout the trial in an advisory capacity.
WILLIAM W. KLEINMAN, MORTIMER SATTLER and WILLIAM L.
MESSING represented the defendants. The entire day of
November 10, 1950 was consumed with the picking of a
jury consisting of twelve individuals plus four alternates.

On November 13, 1950, the actual taking of testi-
mony began after the opening statements of the prosecution
and the defense. The following individuals appeared for
the government during the course of this trial:

SA DONALD E. SHANNON
Mrs. ADELAIDE LOWE
Mi SELEI.-IZ4~_B_E_&#39;RH &#39;11.a..B.ElI5ILEY
�srmsozio
Miss JEAN NIEMASECK
SA FRED C. BIHKBY
Patrolman JOSEPH T. WALSH,

New York City Police Department

Defense witnesses were:

BENJAMIN G. DANN,
Sales Manager,
New York Office,
Hendrick Manufacturing Company &#39;
30 Church Street.
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moons n. ouvs,  &#39;0?�
&#39; l�soci"te Editor-of "Chemical -

and Metallurgicni Engineering"
Published by Mc,Grsw-Hill -
Publishing Company. =",
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_ On November 22, &#39;19S0, both 192b0
deyonso ind the government "delivered their
suations and Judge.KAUFMAN charged the jury. At B350 PM
on this day the jury brought in a verdict of guilty for
BROTHMAN on both counts and for Mgg�g�lgg on the one
count. Both defendants were continued by the court in
the custody of the United States Marshal.

On November 25, 1950, BROTHMAN was sentenced to
five years imprisonment and $5,000.00 fine on count two
and two years imprisonment and $10,000.00 fine on count
one. According to Judge KAUFMAN&#39;S ruling the serving of�
the sentence on count one is to begin after the serving of
the sentence on count two has been completed.

MOSKONITZ was sentenced to two years imprisonment
and $10,000.00 fine. Both defendants are to stand
committed until these fines are paid.

The records maintained by the Clerk of the Court,
Southern District of New York, reflect that an appeal in
this case was filed November 30, 1950,

In answer to a Writ of Habeas Corpus Ad Testifi-
candum both defendants appeared before SYLVESTER J. RYAN,
United States District Judge, Southern District of New �
York, on December 7, 1950, where they were both sworn in.
They were then brought to the office of " Assistant
United States Attorney, VINCENT P. HAO, where.they were
examined in suplementary proceedings to determine their
assets. This was in connection with the government&#39;s
attempt to collect their fines. &#39;

Also on December 7, 1950, WILLIAM W. KLEINMAN made
an application for bail pending appeal before Judge HARRIE
B. CHASE of the United States Circuit Court of Appeals;
however, as this application was not made before a tuli
bench of this court, it was adjourned _ ber 13, s ggygm"

- u .
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The following information from HARRY GOLD was
obtained by the writer and SA THOMAS H. ZOELLEH:

GOLD stated tha�§§}M, his Soviet superior, began
tolling him about BRO KN and referring to him by name in
about August,,l9hl. One meeting was scheduled at which
time SAM was going to introduce BROTHMAN to GOLD per-
sonally; however, at this meeting SAM appeared and told
GOLD that the meeting was cancelled. According to GOLD,
the next meeting occurred on September 22, l9h1, which
was the night.of Roch Hashana. At this meeting SAM again
appeared and told GOLD that BROTHMAN had to be home that
night because of the religious holiday. GOLD recalls that
he was angry about this since the meeting was scheduled
for after sundown which was actually after the holiday had
ended and, therefore, there was no reason why BROTHMAN
could not come to this meeting. GOLD stated that on this
occasion SAM intended again to make the introduction
personally. .

GOLD further stated that with regard to his meetings
with SAM, they would make plans at each meeting for the
following meeting. SAM never communicated with GOLD prior
to a meeting to cancel it, Instead GOLD would always show
up for the meeting, wait for about an hour, and if SAM
did not appear he would go home. He would then return a
week later to the same place at the same time. GOLD
advised that if he arrived for two meetings and SAM did
not come this was a signal to go, on the third weelq to en
emergency meeting place which would have been previously
agreed upon by SAM and GOLD. According to GOLD, they
would vary these emergency meeting places from time to

I116-ti

Regarding w information BROTHMAN told GOLD about
HELEN  ELIZABETH T ENTLE!! GOLD said that in the first
two or three meeting he had with BROTHMAN, BROTHMAN was
very inquisitive about HELEN, asking "How is she?" etc.
GOLD, according to his instructions from SAM and his
other Soviet superiors tn know everything always, stated
that HELEN was fine and gave BROTHMAN the impression that

g L � 5 &#39;3�?
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he knew all about her. GOLD recalled that about the time
BROTHMAN switched his employment to the Chemurgy Design
Corporation they were discussing how pleased the Soviets
had been with the Buns-S report. At that time BHOTHMAN
told GOLD that he was very glad to be rid of HELEN as she
had no technical background.

About a year later, BROTHMAN told GOLD that HELEN
had been a very peculiar Soviet agent as she had tried to
seduce him. GOLD added that one of the reasons why
BROTHMAN probably did not get along with HELEN was be-
cause she strictly adhered to instructions, acted only as
a courier, and would give him practically no help in
getting his material ready. _

GOLD advised that it was not his practice to help
his contacts but since SAM had said to get BROTHMAN&#39;S p
material out,GOLD was d3THE&#39;it in ahy way that he could.
Therefore, he said he gave BROTHMAN considerable help in
preparing reports and assembling them without SAM�S
knowledge; V

At GOLD&#39;S second meeting with BROTHMAN, which took
place in the Childs Restaurant on the west side of
Columbus Circle in New York Qity, GOLD gave BROTHMAN a
verbal list of things in which the Soviets were interested
GOLD had previously obtained this list from SAM. This
list included production of aviation gasoline, techniques
of rubber manufacture, particularly synthetic rubber,
anything pertaining to aircraft, petrolou lubricating
material, colloidal graphite, strategic chemicals like
acetone and butyl alcohol, plus anything or military
value.

BROTHMAN once told GOLD that in the past he had
given information on the Houdry Cracking Process. GOLD
had the impression but could not assi any reason for itthat this material was given to JACOB§§DLOS. BROTHMAN,&#39; !&£wever, later told GOLD that what ma him angry was that

tor later bought a Houdry plantfrom thggéun Oil Company which company owns the sole
rights to th§KHbudry Prccesso�

-5- �
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GOLD got the impression also from what BROTHMAN

told E&#39;i&#39;nT�tHat the Hendrick Company was supposes to have
built a Houdry plant for the Esso Oil Company which
company had obtained the rights for this particular plant
from the Sun-Oil Company. According to GOLD, BROTHMAN was
able to obtain the information about the_§ggdg1_£;gggg§~
since he was employed at the Hendrick Company.

GOLD also advised that a few da s after GOLD&#39;S
interview by FBI agents on May 29, 19x7, he and BROTHMAN
Among things discussed on this occasion was the search of
conferred at §ROTHMAN&#39;S home in Peekskill, New York. -J]
GOLD&#39;S home b FBI agents sometime over the Memorial DayWeekend in IQZ7. BROTHMAN was worried about the blue
prints which the agents might have found and was critical
of GOLD for having admitted to them that he still had blue
prints in his home which he had received from BROTHMAN.

BROTHMAN again tried to press on GOLD the story that
GOLD was helping BROTHMAN write a book on some chemical
processes. It was at this meeting that BROTHMAN aid GOLD
agreed to cooperate with the FBI or at least give an "
appearance of cooperation despite the counsel of GIBBY
NEEDLEMAN. Further, BROTHMAN wanted to know all about
GOLD&#39;S espionage activity and continually kept pressing
him for more information. However, GOLD said that he did
not give him any more. _

GOLD recalled that between the time that he got his
subpoena to testify before the Grand Jury and the time he
actually testified on July 31, 19b7, BROTHMAN gave him a
copy of a transcript which BROTHMAN had dictated to his
attorney, THOMAS KIERNAN, immediately after BROTHMAN
testified before the same Grand Jury on July 22, 19h7.
According to GOLD, BHOTHMAN gave him this transcript to
read so that GOLD would know exactly what BROTHMAN had
S&1do

N&#39;S office at about ll 30 PM
MIRIuM MOS accompanied them. She, however, urged

GOLD further stated that the night before he testi~
fied they left snorama : ,

t em 0 take her home early so that they could discuos the
story GOLD would tell the Grand Jury on the fol owing day.
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BROTHMAN decided, however, that before tsking_MQSKOwITZhome, ho would pick up PHILIWVINE in Woodside, New
York. After picking up LEVI they took MOSKOWITZ home.
Then LEVINE, GOLD and BROTHMAN rode around in BROTHMAN&#39;S
car for sbout�?5Er hours during which time BROTHMAN dis-
cussed tho Communist Party line in effect at that partioud
lar time, BROTHMAN&#39;S excuse for picking up LEVINE in the
first place was to ry to talk him into leaving his presentjob and work with Aéigrothmgn gag gssociatesi However,
according to GOLD, BROTHMAN talked about everything else
but that subject,

At about h:OO in the morning on July 31, l9h7,
BROTHMAN aid GOLD finally arrived at BROTHMANIS homo; how-
ever, before actually entering BROTHMAN&#39;S apartment house
thcywclked on Skillmnn Avenue discussing the story GOLD -_
was to tell the Grand Jury. During this walk BROTHMAN
stated to GOLD that the main thing was to tell the same -
story that he told to the Grand Jury.

GOLD stated that after he testified he also went to

see BROTHMANIS attorney, Mr. KIERNAN, upon BROTHMAN&#39;S
instructions and told KIERNAN exactly what he had told
the Grand Jury. -

GOLD also advised that in l9hB when he left the
BROTHMAN firm, BROTHMAN said to him to remember the&#39;Rover
Bo�ys"a.nd not to pull a"LOUIS BUDENZ9 At this time
BROTHMAN wanted to go over the fsctscgain but GOLD refused
saying that both of them knew the facts. ,

. L 11 I 191; � OTn1 vore _
the principles of FRANCI ANKLIN. BHOTHMAN, according
to GOLD, was continuall speaking in favor of the material
FRANKLIN was publishing at this time and tried to in-
fluence GOLS and everyone else connected with him into
following the Franklin line»

ROL� OLLAN and his brother, GERHARD NORVA QLLAN, stdte
that HOTHMAN was in favor of the expulsion of EARL
ROWDER and talked against BROWDER&#39;S po1icies,����92

GO D also recs ed in 8 BR "WAN fa d

!�?n.this connection it should be noted that both

to�:-Z 1&#39;S1" *.-L- 8 - &#39;
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It appears possible, therefore, in view of the

above information from GOLD, that BROTHMAN and MOSKOWITZ
had their trouble with tHe&#39;C0mmunist Party as prevIousIy�92
reported over BROTHMANIS support of FRANKLIN rather than
over his championing the cause of EARL BROWDER.

NY 100-95066

The "Daily Worker", on East Coast Communist news-
paper, on March 2t, 19uB, announced that EB§§§;§_EBANKLJ£L_
had been expelled from the Communist Party after an
investigation that resulted in three mnin charges. These
are as follows:

"That he had for n considerable period of
time in his club section and place of employ-
ment and through other channels worked to
undermine the discipline, unity and authority
of the Party.

"That he had been the center of the factional
group in the Party seeking to split the
organization,

"That he had carried on disruptive activities
trying to create a dissident group within the
Jefferson School where he was employed as a
teacher which had reflected discredit on the
Party before the teachers and students of that
progressive people&#39;s school," &#39;

The following additional information regarding
GOLDVS association with BROTHMhN was furnished to SA8
RICHARD E. BRENNAN and T, SCOTT MILLER:

Over a period of years, between l9h3 and March l9h6,
BROTHMAN, on several occasions, requested GOLD to ask
his Soviet superiors whether they could furnish him with ,
an arrangement whereby he could work for the Soviet Union
through AmLn2g,_doing chemical engineering design&#39;work,
BBOTHMAN explained that he would require sums in the
amount of $25,000.00 or $50,000.00 to obtain the proper
setup for carrying this out,

� In addition, GOLD said, on two occasion B THMAN
told him: �! that he had two friends, 0 ens &#39;00 and &#39;

L  s£:..I
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JAC§gh1LLER, whom he desired to employ at the Chemurgy
Desi n Company, but he needed several hundred dollars a
week to pay their salaries. He said that if he could
employ these men, it would greatly expedite the transfer
of information to the Soviet Union. QQLD said he spoke
to his Soviet superior 53m, about this and the offer was
abruptly rejected. <25 On a later date, sometime before
September of 19Ldi, BROT1-Ii w told 001.1! that he had afriend by the name of GU$x§61LAN whom he could employ at
Chemurgy provided the man&#39;s salary could be paid.
BROTHMAN desired to employ WOLLAN to expedite the transfer
of information to the Soviet Union. This time GOLD never
even montionedrit to SAM but he told BROTHMAN at a later
date that the proposition had been rejected.

Regarding the matter of subsidizing BROTHMAN so
that he could do chemical engineering design work for the
Soviet Union, BBOTHMAN told GOLD that it was the� one
desire of his life to be. able to work in such a fashion,
openly. According to GOLD, BROTHMAN said that he would
gladly work with only the slightest margin of profit, I
just so he made enough for the ordinary wants of life and
that he would furnish the Soviet Union with extremely
valuable data. He emphasized the fact that by having his
own organization he would be able to travel all over the
United States and obtain process data in other fields in
which the Soviets might be interested. Thus, the idea
was that not only would this chemical engineering organize
tion function legitimately but would serve as a focal
point for espionage activities. GOLD stated that he never
got very far in explaining any of this to SAM because he
was always out off very sharply and told that the whole
idea was ludicrous,

The one point that was hammered home by SAM and
every single one of the other Soviet agents whom GOBD
knew was the fact that they were totally uninterested in
anything that an individual might design. What they
wanted were proven processes--ones already in successful
operation in the United States. In fact, the Soviet .
agents all went a step further, and they said that they
much preferred to have a process which worked at say 80%
efficiency but did so consistently to one which worked at
95% efficiency but which was only in the experimental or

rvs sea"!
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theoretical stage. In fact, they not only preferred
but they insisted on proven processes. It was emphasized
to GOLD again and again that the only work they would
consider taking from BROTHMAN was that which involved
plants already in successful operation in the United
States. The Soviet egents,according to GOLD, had on
absolute veneration and holy respect for American
technological skill.

1

Organization in late May of l9h6 After he had been in
New York for e week, BROTHWAN notifi d him th t MIRIAM
MOSKOWIT¢ and he would meet with e man called GHAPIN. This

GOLD said that he began work for the EROTHMAN
_ O

~ 1" e a

meeting d occur-on n weekday morning, ~Itioccured at e
residential club up on the South Sidgéo�gagnndgréefg éggs
Lexington Avenue o edison Avenue. 0 P u Q �and MOSKOWITZ thnt;@%1PIN might be able to arrange a
contract for them designing and directing plants for tho.
production of synthetic vitamins, particularly those of
the B Complex type Miss MOSKOWITZ and GOLD met withCHAPIN and as a result of this meeging a future meeting
was arranged with a man calle IANOVICH of the gmtgng_
QQZBQZAEQQQ. GOLD said that he was terribly upset when
he heard of this impending meeting from ABE and on the .
night of the very day that he heard of it he sot up with
BROTHMAN and MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ in Miss MDSKOwITZ&#39; spart-
ment on Eighth Avenue until h:OO AM listening to
BROTHMAN harangue against the perfidy of the Amtorg
Corpor tion. a

re again he mentioned how shabbily his friend
SHUR» WAN had been trerted. Very reluctantly at the end
of the harengue GOLD�agreed to go with BROTHMAN to Amtorg
the following day.

Accordingly, GOLD and BROTHMAN met TVERIANOVICH and
the Russian notified them that before any contract could
be obtained s prospectus must be submitted. BROTHMAN and
GOLD discussed the fact that such s prospectus would cost
in the neighborhood of $10,000.00 to $20,000.00 to prepare
and they began to worry about whether they could afford to
go ahead with such a project without any guarantee of
obtaining the work.

- ll M51
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As a result of this discussion with BROTHMAN, a

luncheon engagement was arran e t the Vanderbilt Hotels few days la e etween JULEgx§6§CHIEN, a BROTHMANpartner, GIBB?g§ggDLEMAN, attc ey for Amtorg, BROTHMAN,
and GOLD. Th was the first time GOLD sai t st he met
NEEDLEMAN. This meeting was arranged by JULES KORCHIEN
who knew NEEDLEMAN intimately. During-this luncheon
engagement, NEEDLEMAN stated that he would exert his best
efforts on behilf of BROTHMAN&#39;S firm but that it was not
the usual Soviet policy to make advance payments for just
a prospectus on a process.

There followed, during the summer of l9h6, three or
four subsequent meetings between BROTHMAN;§1§Rl£NOMI�H and
@QLD,_ These were all at the Amtorg offices as had been
the first meeting with TVERIANOVICH. At almost all of
these NEEDLEMAN was present either at the beginning or at
some subsequent time. During these meetings BROTHXAN and
GOLD turned over to TVEBIANOVICH a fairly complete pros-
pectus for the manufacture of certain synthetic vitamins
of the s Complex~_-Thiamine  B1! Niacin, Pantothenic Acid,
Pyridoxine  B6!, Riboflavin  B25, and Ascorbic Acid
 Vitamin C!. This prospectus consisted of the chemical
reactions by which it was proposed to make each vitamin,
drawn out on fullescale blueprint paper and over�e1l &#39;
estimates of the cost of regular production of each of
the particular vitamins. Some engineering calculations
were added as illustrative examples. All of this work
was turned over to TVERIANQVICH. e

It should be added that when BROTHMAN and GOLD
initially submitted the prospectus TVERIANOVICH rejected
it saying that they should be very careful not to infringe
on any existing patent structures either in the United
States or elsewhere. Therefore, the reactions by which
they proposed to prepare these vitamins were novel but
completely untried. They were textbook ideas. Possibly
this is the reason they never heard any further about it-

TVERIANOVICH, however, was pleased with the work
and told them that he would try to expedite a contract as

-12- $[ I
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soon as possible In October or November of l9h6
BROTHMAN, K§§QLE�A§_and QQQQ_had their final meeting with
TVERIANOVICH. This was held not in the Amtorg offices
but in a small bar across the street on Madison Avenue.
GOLD said that they never ssw.I1EB1A�Q!£§§_again.

They did not hear anything on this for several
months thereafter. Eventually a meeting was arranged by
NEEDLEMAN with TVERIANOVICH&#39;S successor. GOLD said that he
could not recall his name. He stated that he was a small
man of about 5&#39; 5". This meeting took place in the lmtorg
offices and the Amtorg representative who had succeede
TVERIANOVICH said that he would look into the matter but
he had no knowledge of it. Nothing even came out of this.

I,
- Sometime in April of 19h?, BROTHMAN called GOLD

from the laboratory into the BROTHNAN offices at Long
Island City. He told-GOLD that he had been notified by
NEEDLEMAN that the Soviets were interested in a plant for
the production of penicillin by means of fermentation
processes. BROTHMAN wanted to know if GOLD knew anything
ab t his. He replied that he did not but his friend,TO§9§£RCK, in Philadelphia, did. GOLD told BROTHMAN that
BL CK had done a considerable amount of espionage work on 1/
behalf of the Soviet Union and in addition had his own
personal knowledge of the penicillin process.

That very afternoon GOLD advised that he called TOM
BLACK.and that evening he came to New York, He met with
BROTHMAN, MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ and GOLD in the BROTHMAN offices
in the ChaEham=PE¬�Ti�BHIIding in Long Island City. During
the course of this meeting BLACK detailed for them the
salient points of the methods used for the production of
penicillin by fermentation and its recovery from the fer-
mentation mash. Based on this, BROTHMAN prepared a short
but complete prospectus and he submitted it the following
day to one of the Amtorg men in their offices--the man who
was interested in the process. Thetappointment was made:
by GIBBY NEEDLEMAN at the request of BROTHMAN.

However, the prospectus received a very cold
reception and the only question that the Amtorg representa-

szjmzr
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tive seemed to want answered was, "Have you ever built
any penicillin plants before in the United States and, if
so, where are they in successful operation so that I can
go and look at them and see for myself?" At one stage
during the talk with the Soviet representative, the_
Russian made inquiries about another process, an
industrial chemical one, and BROTHMAN stated that he
knew how the process operated. The Soviet representative
then asked him very quickly, "How?", and BROTHMAN could
not answer--he was at a complete loss--he had not expected
this inquiry."

This was the last time that.�QLD_gver visited _
the Amtg;g_pffices in company with BROTHMAN and this is
the last time that he ever heard from BROTHMAN of any
overtures which he made to the Amtorg Corporation.

On returning to Long Island, late that
afternoon, after this visit to amtorg, BROTHMAN was
exceedingly critical of the manner in which Amtorg operate
its business and said that they failed to appreciate
people who really had information of value for them and
that he had run into many instances of this in the past.

Sometime in February or March 19b? BROTHMAN
informed GOL hat he w now s B L hD t as u ing I BY NYED &#39; _f_as
the firm&#39;s attorney in connection with nego iations oingon between the BROTHMAN company and a man called Dg!&POM
. POMERANIEC!of England, .BROTHMAN was attempting to use
POM as a promoter in marks g me of the BROTHMANprocesses to a firm called�ggsfigroat niversal Stores!
which firm was owned by a man calle OLFSON in Great
Britain. ~ ;j &#39;

A day or two before Memorial Day of l9h7,
when both BROTHMAN and GOLD were visited by SAS DONALD
E. SHANNON and FRANCIS D. O&#39;BRIEN of the FBI. and durin
his conversation that afternoon with ABE in the BROTHMLE
offices, he told GOLD at the very end 01 the conversation
that MIRIAM MO§KQMII§�was already on her way over to see
GIBBY i &#39;N at the Amtorg offices, the idea being to
seek legal advice about how to answer any inte rogation." QW$ tc-ab &#39;

-1!;-,
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That night during the course of their conversa-

tions at the restaurant on Queens Boulevard called Sunny&#39;s
of Chinatown, �mjw told ABE and @111 that she had been
followed on her way over to égtggg in the BROTHMAN car
but that she had succeeded in shaking the pursuit and
had seen §§§QL§MAN. She said that NEEDLEMAN&#39;S advice was
to refuse to talk to the FBI and to claim they were too,
busy because he thought that&#39;by doing any talking they
might incriminate themselves. A few days later, GOLD
returned to New York after having gone to Philadelphia.
This was still the Memorial Day Weekend. He said that he
went directly t OTHMAN&#39;S home in Sunnyside. From thereBROTHMAN, NAOMI;¥§§THMAN, his wife, and GOLD drove to
NEEDLEMAN&#39;S apartment which is on one of the side streets
off Central Park West. BROTHMAN went upstairs to the
NEEDLEMAN apartment but first warned NAOMI and GOLD to
watch carefully the windows across the way for any signs
of observation. After_about twenty or thirty minutes,
BROTHMAN came downstairs in company with NEEDLEMAN and
drove GIBBY for a period of about five minutes to his
destination in an area somewhere in Manhattan, south of
where he lived. BROTHMAN dropped him off at a street
corner.

NY 100-95066

GOLD further said that during the course of the
drive, NEEDLEMAN, seeing BROTHMAN&#39;S and NAOMI BROTHMANIS
worried faces and GOLD&#39;S dejected appearance, gave the
three of them advice on how to deal with any future
interrogation by the FBI. He said, "The hell with them."
"Throw them out of the office." "Tell them you&#39;re UWBF-2&7�
"Don&#39;t talk to them." j

Later that night, when BROTHMAN, his wife, and
GOLD arrived at BROTHMAN&#39;S summer home in Peekskill, they
discussed this phase of GIBBY&#39;S advice and agreed that it
was highly impractical--that the best thing to-do was to
give »every appearance of trying to cooperate with the FBI

, Abour five or six weeks later BROTHMAN received
a subpoena to appear before a Federal Grand Jury in New
York investigating espionage activities. As a result of
this, BROTHMAN told GOLD that he had decided that after a
talk with GIBBY, it would be best to retain the man who

<i{-$�Ps§I- 15 .., u- -
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was then acting as the firm&#39;s attorney, one THOMA KIERNAN
of the Wall Street firm of Clearg, Gottlieb, Friendly and
Cox, the idea being to solicit a vice on how a Grand_Jury
worked and how BROTHMAN should conduct himself. On the

very night that BROTHMAN advised QQg�_pf having received
tho subpoena, he was extremely angry in discussing the
summons and said that it was all a great shame and he was
going to expose it as such. He said that he was going
to make a completely clean breast of the fact that he had
illegally furnished information to the Soviet Union but
was going to claim that the soviets had never used it and
that, in any case, it was information which could havc_
been obtained from the chemical literature. He also added
that the Soviets had never uti1ized_the information he
had submitted but had gone ahead and had purchased plants
covering these very same processes. GOLD could not recall
having made any objection in BROTHMAN&#39;S presence to this
course although he said he was horrified at the prospect.

In any case, sometime in the following few
days, GOLD stated that he mentioned the matter to
MIRIAM MQ§§g�ITZ and she said she had heard the same &#39;
story from ABE�and would try to see what could be done
about dissuading him. Just before BROTHMAM_was due to
testify before the Grand Jury, BROTHMAN, MOSKOWITZ, and
GOLD had dinner at Tops3&#39;s Restaurant on Queens Boulevard
in Forest Hills. There BROTHMAN told GOLD that he had
been to see KIIRNAN and had given him the same false
story;regarding how they had met, that he had originally
told SA8 SHANNON and O&#39;BRIEN. Sometime during the
conversation, BROTHMAN excused himself to go to the wash-
room and while he was gone MIRIAM told GOLD that he would
undoubtedly be very happy to hear that she and GIBBY
together,but principally KEEDQEMAN, had succeeded in"
dissuading BROTHMLN from his foolhardy determination to
tell the Grand Jury the truth about his espionage work.
She said that GIBBY had pointed out to ABE the following
two factors: .

1 - That the Grand Jury was looking for
an admission frome someone which ad-

_mission stated that they had given
information illegally to t et

&#39; Union, Q; _
u-�L-� "5"
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2 - That BROTHMALIWS side o
would never reach the newspaper; in
fact, it.was dubious whether the United
States Attorneys would ever permit him >
to tell his story to the Grand Jury.

Going back to the sumer of l9h6, §QLD_advised
that BROTHMAN told him that he had arranged for a dinner
at QZBBY NE§DLEMg§l§ home between NEEDLEMAN, BROTHMAN, and
coma, snowman told"him that since com! had informed him
of the fact that his breakup with his  fictitious! wife
had been due to the matter of the Soviet Union owing him
some $B,0O0,00 for expenses he had incurred in connection
with his espionage activities, he said that he had spoken
to GIBBY about this matter and that GIBBY had stated that
he thought he could arrange for some sort of reimbursement.

According to GOLD, he was exceedingly loath to
accept this proposition because he thought that any in-
vestigation in the Amtggg files would PGV¬QJ to GIBBY ,
and consequently td&#39;EFOTHMAN, the fact that he was not
married and that the sum of money owed him was not
$8,000.00 but about one-third of that amount. However,
GOLD said that he had no choice and came to New York for
the meeting with NEEDLEMAN. This never took place since
BROTHMAN informed him that NEEDLEMAN had actually called
it off on Friday but that all during Saturday and up
until GOLD&#39;S departure from Philadelphia that Sunday
morning, BROTHMAN had neglected to call him. He called -
eventually but only after GOLD had left home. According to
BROTHMAN, NEEDLEMAN&#39;S excuse for cancelling the appointment
was due to the fact that he had to take his little girl to
a sumer camp, or possibly he was going to visit her at a
sumer camp. GOLD stated that he heard nothing further
of this matter and he never brought it up again.

During the late winter of l9%2 on several &#39;
occasions GOLD paid BROTHMAN sums of $2 .0" to�w50.00 which
BROTHMAN said were to cover the additional blueprints
regarding the Buna-S process which he needed from the
Hendrick Company. BROTHMAN explained that if ho ordered
too many copies,the Hendrick Company might become sus-
picious, GOLD stated that he paid him theso sums out of his

- 17 . gy��pf
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own pocket since ij�refused to furnish them saying that
there was no poin in paying GOLD since he had not yet
received a single vital bit of information.

Sometime in the summer or fall of l9h2 QQLD_
purchased for BROTHMAN for about $h0.00 a Voigtlcnder
film-pack type of camera. Just before Christmas of l9h2
at BROTHMAN&#39;S request GOLD stated he purchased two gifts,
one a scarab bracelet and the other a woman&#39;s umbrella¢
BROTHMAN said that he had to give something to the
stenographer who was typing some of the work which he had
recently submitted to the Soviet Union. Each of these
items cost about $10.00. 0 Later ssormsm told GOLD that he
had given one of them to his wife, NAOMI, -

Just before Christmas of l9h5, GOLD visited
BROTHMAN at his offices on 32nd Street and GOLD gave him
a 5" Keuffel and Essor slide rule costing nbcut $6.00
but which was practically unobtainable at that time. When
GOLD came to work for BROTHMAN in May of IQLQ, he noticed
that AM S W &#39; 6 - H -"MIRI mg KO ITZ had this slide rul ant BROTHMnN
seemed em srrasse n GOLD questioned him about it. It
was obvious that he had given it to her explaining that it
was s gift from him.

Sometime late in l9h2, at BROTHM;H&#39;S request,
GOLD did a certain amount of laboratory work on the
recovery of spent nickel catalyst. This was concerned with
a plant which was then being erected at Seymour, Connecticut
for the Rufert Chemical Company. However, in o r to dothis work he required the assistance of MORhELB%%gUGHERTY
at the Pennsylvania Sugar Company. In order to pay
DOUGHERTY, GOLD stated that he effected the folloving
arrangement:

He gave BROTHMAN the sum of $150.00 ovi his
own pocket and told him to send it to Philadelphia so that
it would appear as if they were receiving payment for this
work. DOUGHERTY and GOLD split the $150.00 and by doing so
GOLD said that he accomplished the following things:

1 - He was able to bring about an indebtedness
on the part of BROTHMAN ti him which indebtedness he hoped
would result in BROTHNAN&#39;S intensifying his_ac ivitics for

the Soviet Union.  T£7  &#39; �
- 18 - "&#39; -
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_ 2 - He was able to provide QQUGHERTY with

$75.00 which he badly needed for his fem y.

3 - �e was able to set up the conditions _
whereby should QQ§Q_4n the future want to t e ff a dayor two in connection with his trips to see §gXS¬ACK, he
could always claim to DOUGHERTY that he was going to see
BROTHMAN with the inducement of possible future work.

In the sumer of l9h5, EQ%.§LLCK.and GOLD worked
in the BROTHMAN Laboratories on the ethyl Methacrylate
process for about two days. According to GOLD, the only
way he could.get off was to tell DOUGHERTY that he was
going to New York to work for BROTHMAN. This time he
again paid DOUGHERTY some money out of his own pocket
stating that he had received these funds from BROTHMAN.
GOLD stated that he docs not believe that BROTHMAN knew
anything about his giving this money to DOUGHERTY.

There was a third occasion on which GOLD said
he gave BROTHMAN some funds in connection with work he,had
done for him at the Pennsylvania Sugar Company and in which
work DOUGHERTY had assisted him. He told BROTHMAN to send
him a check covering this amount. He could then split
this money with DOUGHERTY and again accomplish the three
purposes enumerated above-

Sometime in the summer of 19h3, BROTHMAN advised
GOLD one night at the Chemurgy Offices thxt he had a
cons t ng job for him with a firm in Paterson, New Jersey,callgéxél & Gt,Inter§tatQ_QQRBn2Q§i9n. GOLD did not knowthat he initials B} and G. stand for egggpt that G, stands
for the name of one of the owners, FELI. GLUCK- The
purpose of this job was to make a surv of their malt
syrup plant and see what could be done abcut converting it
into an industrial alcohol distillery. GOLD made this
survey and was paid the sum of $300.00 which he split with

&#39;DOUGHERTY who had assisted him in preparing the lengthy
report, .

Sometime 111&#39; 1915, snow;-&#39; ox introduced cow in
New York to a man called Dr. SIMO ILNER who claimed to be

SM?!
__.-.._-,__,.__. __ .___- e_.__.-._- ..-__-_-_&#39;.,... _.-_....._. _____ _ -
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representing a man called HARR£KaRETSKE of the Belle
Meade Company of Virginia. .m;tyss professed to be inter-
ested in a process which DOUGHERTY and GQlQ_hed evolved
for making a high vitamin yeast from citrus waste molasses.
They sent samples and a general description of the process
to MILNER at a hotel address in Washington but nothing
ever came of this.

At_one time, after the testimony of BROTHMAN
and GOLD before the 19h? Grand Jury, BROTHMAN accused him
of having had to provide DOUGHERTY with these fake sources
of income so that GOLD could more readily be able to go
off on his espionage trips through the United States;
Actually, there were only two, or possibly three at the
most, such instances and the instigation of all of these
was BROTHMaN&#39;S requests for laboratory work at the
Pennsylvania Sugar Company. GOLD said that he could not
do this work without DOUGHERTY&#39;S knowledge,

, According to GOLD, he attended the Penn-
Columbia football game in 19h; together with MORRELL
DOUGHERTY and the Pennsylv Sugar Company master tin~smith, one ALEXANDER "SAND§�%%RWIN. After the game he
excused himself and in acccr ance with a telegram from
BROTHMAN, met him in a restaurant in_the 30th Street
station, Philadelphia. He was with MIRIAM MOSKQHlEZ_and
had attended the game as a Columbia�gFEHEE¬¬T��During the
course of the conversation, BROTHMAN told him of the
difficulties he was having with his newly-formed firm,
particularly in perfecting a process for the polymerization
of Methyl Methacrylete. He told GOLD that as a personal
loan he badly needed some $200.00, ootn made this loan
to him and eventually it was returned but here again he
used the money as a cover to DOUGHERTY stating that it was
for work they had done for BROTHMAN,

On one occasion in the fall of 19hh GOLD
pstated that he sent BROTHMAN a money order for $50,00.
He sent it from Bristol, Tennessee, while he was on a -
visit to AL SLACK at Kinpsport,-Tennessee. This money
gas sent to BROTHMAN at his request because he was short of

unds. L seem
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Further, according to GOLD he was laid off
from his employment at the Pennsylvanih Sugar Company in
February l9h6 upon closing down of the Distillery Division;
despite the fact that promises had been made to him two
years previous that when the distillery was inevitably
shut down his co-worker, QOUGHERTY, and he would be
returned to the firm*s Ressarc vision.

In March of l9h6 GOLD stated he came to New
York and in the course of a conversation with BROTHMAN
mentioned to him the fact that he was having difficulties
with the Pennsylvania Sugar Company. BROTHMAN immediately
countered by offering him a job with his firm. He paintedn very glowing picture and statejféhat he had all but
clinched a contract with HENRY J AISiR.which agreement
called for the BROTHMAN organizat on to develop a
synthetic automobile body consisting of glasswool im-
pregnated with a plastic. GOLD told BHOTHNLN that he
would consider the matter. BROTHMAN said that his accept-
ance of KAISER&#39;S contract depended on whether or not GOLD
joined the organization. He said he told BROTHMAN that his
knowledge of the synthetic resinous field was nil but he
said that this did not matter,all he wanted was someone who
was experienced in running a laboratory efficiently, He
said that GOLD&#39;S knowledge in plastics could come along as
he worked. &#39; _ -

O As a result of this talk with BROTHMAN, the
following Saturday GOLD held a talk with $0M BLAC§ in which
he discussed the possibility of his going o work in New
York. BLACK agreed that it seemed like e unique opportunity

92

Following this, DOUGHERTY and GOLD attended a
meeting of the nmerican Chemical Society at which meeting
a usual employment clearing house was e d. _DOUGBERTYobtained an appointment with one J.Y§§§5%WEN, Personnel
Director for the Philadelphia Navy or , and in turn
DOUGHERTY referred GOLD to BOWEN. BOWEN gave GOLD a Civil
Service application which he filled out and about a week
later he was afforded an interview at the Philadelphia
Navy Yard. There, according to GOLD, he met not only BOWEN
but the Naval officer, a chemist, who had been doing work
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on the Job of developing corrosion proofing materials for
ships and aircraft. As a result of this conversation
GOLD was recommended for the job and_BOWEN stated that he
would hear from them very shortly. As GOLD recalls this
job paid about $3300.00 or $3600.00 a year.

A month or so pas=ed and GOLD went to see BOWEN
again at which time BOWEN told him that an unexpected deal
had come up regarding the job. He said it was just a
matter of waiting for Federal appropriation to cover the
salary and whatever laboratory needs would be involved.
He added that actually it might be July or August before
this came through. Upon questioning,BOwEN replied that
while the job�was GOLD&#39;S still he could offer no written
guarantee as to whether it would eventually be available.

As a result of this conversation and the prodding
of his family that GOLD obtain any sort of a job, he
entered upon the r5TT3tIag scheme.

. GOLD said that he went to Chicago, Illinois,
by train and in the Palmer House there phoned BROTHMAN in
New York to give authenticity to this maneuver. At the same
time GOLD told his family that he was going to Detroit
where §§ISER and BROTHMAN were conferring. In this phone
call he to ROTHMAN that he was no longer "hot" as he
had previously indicated to him in March of that year and
was available for work at the BHOTHMAN company. GOLD
advised that he returned the same day from Chicago flying
back by United Airlines and that upon his arrival at the
Airlines Terminal near the Grand Central Station in New
York he met QQQ§�EBI1;yho was also in New York seeing his
supervisor at the Acheson Colloids Corporation.

A few days later GOLD stated he_came to New
York and began his employment with the BROTHMAN firm as
chief chemist in charge of the laboratory in Elmhurst and
at a salary of $100.00 per week. GOLD received a regular
salary from the BROTHMAN firm up until April or March of
19h? at which time the BROTHMAN organization ran out of
funds. He was paid only sporadically from than on until

1
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he left in June of l9l;.8. According to 001.0 he believes
that his total payments over some fourteen months
amounted to approximately $1500.00. At the time that he
left the BROTHMAN organization BROTHMAN owed QOLD 03800.00
or $h000.00 back salary.

On December 26, 19kb, GOLD met his Soviet
superior for th first time in almost a year, a man whomhe knew only assg0HN. He paid GOLD $300.00 as part payment
for expenses he ad incurred in l9h5. Of this sum GOLD
said he gave BROTHMAN $175.00 a few days later explaining
that someone in Philadelphia had returned some money they
had owed him. GOLD gave BROTHMAN this money because for
about a month previous he had listened to a succession of
woeful stories about how badly he needed personal funds
and how he had not been taking any salary from the firm.
GOLD stated that here he has used the work "gave"
deliberately because when he turned this money over to
BROTHMAN he explained that it was part payment for the
blueprinting expenses which BROTHMAN had incurred in the
past. This payment of&#39;the money occurred in the lobby of
BROTHMAN&#39;S apartment house at L108 h2nd Street, Sunnyside,
New York, and was very early in the morning. &#39;

loan from one LY who is a brother-in-law of MORRELL
In g%K� 191;? eoto obtained for ABE a $500.00

,DQHGHERIX_1n Phi adelphia. However, to insure that" "
BROTHMAN would return the money to KELLY, GOLD told
BROTHMAN that he had borrowed it from a person called

AP" who operated at 10% personal loan service at the
Pennsylvania Sugar Company. BROTHMAN repaid the first loan
on time but in September of October GOLD made a second loan
Of $506000; T1113
In the interim on
January, BROTHMAN
$550.00, three of
make one of these

was not repaid until January of next year.
at least three dates in December and
gave GOLD checks covering the total
which bounced. Eventually BROTHMnN did
checks good.

&#39; � GOLD advised th4t from the very first week
that he came to A. Br thman Associates he noticed the

following three fhctors: /
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l - The attachment between BROTHMAN an

QEXWWQ;
2 - BROTHMAN&#39;S anxiety to obtain a contract

from Amtorg.

3 - A recollection of the fact that his
Soviet superior JOHN had warned him
in 19h5 that sR5fHHZN�was "hot".

As a result of these three factors, QOLD
determined to leave the employ of BROTHMAN as rap y as
possible. However, one financial emergency kept succeed-

- ing another and he never actually left until June 19hB.
As a reserve reason and as a palliative,GOLD always kept
in mind the idea from March or April of 19h? that he
could tell BROTHMAN that even though he felt GOLD was
deserting the firm should GOLD return to Philadelphia, he
would waive his back salary. However,such an offer was
not necessary because one morning in late April of l9h8 at

bout 5:00, after an all night conversation between PHIL.4<2EIlE§5 BROTHMAN and GOLD, during which BROTEMAN endeavored
to pacify PHIL regarding PHIL&#39;S resentment at MIRIAM
MOSKOWTIZ  this resentment had arisen out of PHIL&#39;S
criticism of ABE&#39;S conduct of the business and MOSKOWITZ&#39;
reply that PHIL and GOLD should stay in the laboratory
where they belongeda BROQHMAN stated that as a condition
ofz is selling the A,.Bnnthman_A£aaniaL�s firm to EDwARD£h§§QBMAH� it would be necessary for the employees�t6�*~
we ve bac salary. GOLD readily agreed but PHIL made no
reply.

Later, just on the morning of BROTHMAN&#39;S
departure for Switzerland in late May of l9h8, BROTHMAN
told PHIL LEVINE and GOLD during a conversation in a
Child&#39;s Restaurant on the West Side of Lexington Avenue
and below Slst Street, that one of the stipulations laid
down by NORMAN at a conversation earlier that day between
NORMQN and ABE was that the employees agree to waive all
their back salary. A boost for PHIL and GOLD from tl00.00
to $125.00 a week w_s_envisioned by them but this not
until all of the plgposed European contracts in Switzerland
England and France had been signed. Neither of them said
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anything at the time because BROTHMAN was badly upset
regarding his trip to Europe. &#39;

On BROTHMAN&#39;S return from Europe an indignation
meeting was held among the employees at which time in a
period of about half an hour QOLD read an "indictment"
composing a set of charges aga ns OTHMAN regarding
mismanagement of the firm and the manner in which the
employees~partners had been treated. ¢

According to GOLD, beginning about October of
l9h6 upon the release of §§§i]��Jg�§rfrom.the BROTHMAN
employ, BROTHMAN told GOLD that he wasa.partner along with

r T s hat i a week orQSCAH_VAGO anl MIRIAM MOSKOWI Z and t n two
he wou �have the proper paps ready. At various
subsequent times BHOTHMAN brought this fact to GOLD&#39;S
attention. when Q§;§_Q§!lN£Lleft the G. D. Research
Corporation whichvws.p:ying him a regular salary to come
to work for the BROTHMAN firm at no salary at all but
just glowing Promises, PHIL also had the understanding
that he was a partner. In March of l9h7 BROTHMAN painted
a very encouraging picture as to the future of thef�ms and
indicated to all of the employees that the prospective
profits were so greet that it would be desirable to form
a cooperative. A meeting was held with the BROTHM}&#39; /employees at which the details were discussed. SO�¥§ANSHEL
was the employees&#39; representative. GOLD said that he ig-
nored the whole matter because it seemed so ludicros to
him: &#39;

The purpose of the cooperative was to avoid
payment of large taxes to the government and to _
establish some.sort of a fund whereby poor boys could be
enabled to go to college. _A few weeks later the BBOTHMLN
firm stopped paying salaries and no more was heard of the
cooperative. FANSHEL worked for two or three weeks with-
out pay and then declared that he could not continue and

92 left the firm. A drafts-man by the name 0�__HEBSH_--
/KE;.amo3rnz._.a1e likewise and ssorm/mu proclaimed at length

upon their ungratefulness. He said that when there were
prospects for a cooperative they were partners, when there
was no pay they became employees.
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The indignation meeting lasted som
hours, the final seven and one-half of which consisted of
BROTHMnN&#39;S reply in which none of the charges were refuted,
but actually was a pers nal attack on,QSOAR VAGO and a
heated defense of mggggygmgsggmlmznby ABE. The o lowing
day BROTHMAN notifie the employees that they were no
longer working for the company. Ab GOLD&#39;S request
BROTHMAN granted PHIL and him two weeks to clean up the _
affairs in the labdf�tory. However, when QQLD returned
home to Philadelphia that weekend BROTHMAN called him and
told him he had changed the lock on the door of the lab--
oratory and there was no point in his returning.

Subsequent to this, after several prior attempts
faikad, PHIL and GOLD presented BROTHMAN on a Saturday
morning with separate statements consisting of a sentence,
or two and denoting the fact that BROTHMAN owed GOLD some
$3800.00 or $h000.00 in back salary and PHIL about
$3800.00 or $3500.00. BROTHMAN refused to sign these &#39;
statements but said he would after he had seen his &#39;
attorne Wr KI NAN record ny,.i . E3 . t i g to GOLD they never
received these statem ts. .

A few weeks after this LEYINE and GOLD visited
several ettorne &#39;, one in downtown New York and another manby the name o§!§gPFMAN somewhere in the garment district
on Sixth Aven . The first men required $700.00 retainer
before he would take the job of collecting this money but
HOFFMAN said he would do it on a straight commission basis.
Eventually PHIL sent the papers to a third attorney who was
related to him in some manner. GOLD said he signed those
but never heard anythinq about any action which might have
been taken.&#39; Several times during the course of these
efforts by LEVINE to obtain his back pay, PHIL criticized
GOLD for not appearing too eager and GOLD told PHIL that
he was afraid that BROTHMAN might reveal details concerning

their past associations.

GOLD advised that when he went to work for
BROTHMAN in May of 19h6 his bank account had about $2500.00
in it. when he left in June 19h8 some tl700.00 remained,
In addition he stated he had borrowed somewhere between
tl,0O0,00 and $2,000.00 collectively from both his mother
and brother. &#39;
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In September of 19h7, just prior to his
mother&#39;s death on the 26th of that month, he borrowed
$200.00 from the Corn Exchange Bank in Philadelphia.
This loan is on record and its purpose was to enable GOLD
to continue working for BBOTHMAN. GOLD added that from the
very beginning of his employ with BROTHMAN he met with
terrific opposition from his family on the rare occasions
when he would go home becaurc the effect of the long hours
and extreme tension of trying to complete processes which
they did not have but which BROTHMAN had already made
statements that they did have,was such that he was totally
exhausted. ,GOLD resisted these but did in February or
March of 19h? file a Civil Service application for an
organic chemist and received a rating of 7h.78.

According to GOLD the Civil service Commission
should have on record a letter to the Quartermaster Depot
in Philadelphia from him indicating that he was dis-
satisfied with this rating and requesting a revision.
Also the Commission&#39;s reply should be available. GOLD said
it was a woman in charge of this rating
Quartermaster Depot in Philadelphia who
himo

In July or August l9h8 after
employ, GOLD stated he received another
response to a second application to the

section at the
wrote the reply to

leaving BROTHMnN&#39;S
notification in
Civil Service

Comission, this time giving him a higher Civil Service
rating and a salary of $hhO0,00 per year. The only reason
GOLD did not accept this job was that it was in Bruccton,
Pennsylvania, near Pittsburgh, and he did not desire to
leave his family again. -

_MDSKQ�1§Z;went to Switzerland to sell some of the&#39;E§OTHMAN
,¬**5 In late May of 19a8, ABE BROTHMAN and MIRIAM

&#39; &#39;5-�~51 A

processes to the Lgn;g_£1gm. They went by plane. Before
BROTHMAN left on Saturday, he told PHIL LEV _Q§gg3_lLGQ.
and GOLD th f nds w u d b eat u o 1 e provide or their upke p on
Tuesday when the final turning over of the BROTHMAN firm
to NORMAN was 0 eted It was NOHMAN&#39;S businessEDWARD A._M�,___H . *representative, one BILL&d%ggBS, who was to handle the
matter and JACOBS was going to advance to the various
members of the BROTHMAN organization sufficient salary to
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Ksu

cover their living expenses until BROTHMAN returned.
1 t 1 ennilessAt this time QOLD noted 0 was comp e e y p

and destitute an PHIL had als out of funds and was
living on his in-laws. WILLI OHALL was living on money
earned by his wife. when no call from QAQQBS came, OSCAR
VAGO made inquiries and was told by JACOBS the only upon
BROTHMAN&#39;S return from Switzerland and from Europe with all
of the European contracts signed would there be any final
taking over of the firm by  �

Thereupon, on two separate dates a few days &#39;
apart, OSCAR sent frenzied cablegrams to EROTHMAN in

money. Also, he induced TRUDES tzerland pleading for Qgg���gé�� to advance the sum of several hundred dollars 0
VAGO, ig�j�ihend ROHALL. KOGON was MOSKOWITZ&#39; roommate

ton Eighth Avenue and was serving as par secre ary
during MIRIAM&#39;S absence. GOLD-said that he refused to take
any of this money at first. VAGO and PHIL took $200.00
each but eventually, on OSCAR&#39;S urging, GOLD_took $50.00
because he knew that if he did not,his brother would not
give him funds with which to return to BROTHMAN Associates.
This was all the payment that his employees received
during BROTHMAN&#39;S absence.

Sometime during the ten days or so that
BROTHMAN was gone, he ordered the employees to be in his
office at a certain time because of OSCAR&#39;S second cable-
gram so that he could speak to them by transatlantic .
phone. GOLD made the call at the time_specified. The
following people were also there: NAOMI BROTHMANV BERNIEqlggggg, PIDTO&#39;S attorney whose nsme�GULD does not know, �

IL LEVINE and OSCAR VAGO. At NAOMI&#39;S insistence GOLD
told BROTHMAN that he had to come home. He pleaded with
GOLD to tell him what was wrong and why all had turned
against him. He did coma home in s few days and the
aforementioned indignation meeting was held. Present at
this meeting were PHIL LEVINE, OSCAR VAGO, ROHALL, BROTHMAN
QgL§§_§%§Q��§1§nd HARRY GOLD. GOLD read the charges and
t e a listened to BROTHMAN&#39;S harangue for some seven
hours. The only person whom ABE blamed for the rebellion
was OSCAR VAGO and at the time they parted that evening
there was an understanding between BROTHMAN, LEVINE and
GOLD that they would meet again later that night to discuss
the rehabilitation of the firm.

_ 28 _ Q.� &#39;
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QII - IDENTITY OF AND INTERVIEWS WITH SHURAj§NA§;

It will be recalled that �ARRX_�QLD_previously
advised that BROTHMAN told him that SHURA SWAN introduced
him to Soviet espionage. In addition to the investigation
previously cond ted to identify and locate SHURA SWAN,
the following i vestigation was conducted. It will also
be recalled th SHURA SWAN was stated to be identical
with ALEXAND VENCHANSKY.

SA BERT S. TAYLOR contacted Confidential
Informant T-1, of known reliability, who advised that he
recalled dH�Ihdividusl named SWAN at Amtorg about fifteen
years ago but could not remember whether his firstgpzme
was SHURA. This informant did not recognize a pic ure of"
ALEXANDER SVENCHANSKY. A -

SA TAYLOR also contacted Confidential Informant
T-2, of known reliability. This informant likewise did
not recognize a picture of ALEXANDER SVENCHANSKY. He
also recalled an individual named SWAN who was employed
at Amtorg as an interpreter. According to this informant,
SWAN travelled with various Russian commissions that were
sent to this country. He stated that ho had heard that
SWAN was inducted into the United States Army-

Confidential Informant T-§,.of known reliability,
RAYMOND . WIRT HUR SWAN isadvised SA P H that S A

with
identical

B11!

The New York City telephone directory lists
this number to Goswan Products, Inc., 3&9 Madison Avenue,
New York City.
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The
orman a picture of ALEXANDER

SVENCHLNSKY as that of an individual known to him as SWAN.
He stated that SHURA SWAN was with the Textile Syndicate
formed by the Chase National Bank about 1925 to purchase
American cotton for Russia-

Confidential Informant T-Q: of known
reliability, advised SA WIRTH that e recognized the
picture of ALEXANDER_SVENCHANSKY as an individual known
to him under the namesc��SVENCHANSKY and SWAN. He could
net recall the first names however. _This informant_also
stated that this individual named SWAN came to Amtorg from
the Textile Syndicste..

dfgyi i AhEXANDERi§VENCHANSKY was interviewed by the -
92°~92�

92<P

writer and S.-&#39;1 BERT S. T£;YLOR.-at his home» lblp-S5 Village
Road, Parkway Village,Jamnic,New York,after efforts tohae
him come to the New York Office for an interview were
unsuccessful. SVENCHANSKY insisted that this interview
be conducted in the presence of his attorney, JOSEPH

PNCER 5 Fif h Avenue New York City, ����*

_ After questioning him regarding his background,
SVENCHANSKY was asked if he knew BROTHMAN. He immediately
stated th&#39;t he refused to answer this question on the
grounds that he did not wish to incriminate himself or
anyone else. At this point SPENCER stated that he had
advised SVENCHANSKY to give this answer considering his
position at the United Nations and since it, therefore,
might be incriminating for SVENCHANSKY to admit knowing
someone under indictment. SPENCER, however, stated that
he would have to consider this question further as to
whether he would also give the same advice to SVENCHANSKYif
SVENCHANSKY was employed in private industry. SPENCER also
said that he assumed the FBI was questioning all the
present and past employees of Amtorg to learn of the
activities of that organizatid�T&#39;�It&#39;was then pointed out
to SPENCBR and SVENCHANSKY that this particular interview
was only concerned with obtaining information on BROTHMAN

&#39;§_ ~  -
1:

J

&#39;1
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from SVENCHANSKY. SPENCER stated that under these
circumstances he wo§IH&#39;IIEe�to confer with his client in
another room.

After the conference, however, SVENCHANSKY said
that he did not desire to change his answer. SVENCHANSKY
readily admitted in the interview that he was known to his
intimates as SHQQg;§�@§:

This matter was discussed with IRVING H.
SAYPOL, United States Attorney, Southern District of New
York, who advised that he would issue ta trial subpoena
which would be returnable at the start of BROTHMAN&#39;S ,*
trial on November 8, 1950. SAPOL stated $ this time that
he did not intend to call SVENCHANSKY as a witness but
desired his presence in-the courtroom for the psychological
effect on BROTHMAN.

The subpoena was served by the United States
Marshal on SVENCHANSKY on November 8, 1950. In answer
to this subpoena, SPENCER contacted Assistant United States
Attorney ROY M. COHN and told him that SVENCHANSKY desired
to furnish all information in his possession regarding
BROTHMAN. Arrangements were made with SVENCHANSKY to have
the writer and SA TAYLOR interview SVENCHANSKY on
November 10, 1950. &#39;

In this interview he advised that he first met
BROTHMAN in 1 or 8 throu KOMI B1 N who- 937 193 Eh Ni] _3QIHM¢ m he
has known for about twenty years. e stated�tha e met
with BROTHMAN and his wife socially about two or three
times a year during l9hl. He claimed to have had no
contact with BROTHMAN or Mrs. BROTHMAN until August, 1950
at which time Mrs. BROTHMAN asked him to contribute to
BROTHMAN&#39;S bail fund. SVENCHANSKY stated that he con-
tributed $500.00 which he borrowed.

According to SVENOHANSKY, after BROTHMAN&#39;S
release on bail on September 1, 1950, he contacted
SVENCHANSKY and told him that as his defense he wanted to
prove that Russia already had what he was supposed to have
given them. BROTHMAN asked SVENCHANSKY to translate
certain articles for him that appeared in a Russian publica
tion in 19h0. According to SVENCHANSKY, this material was

swan
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on atomic energy. $VENQ§AN§K¥ stated that he examined the
material at the New York Public Library but only kept
the titles of the articles since the articles themselves
were very lengthy and technical. He said that he intended
to confer further with BROTHMAN on what articles he wanted
translated. He claimed that BROTHMAN did not contact him
further and that he still had the titles of the articles
in his home, He promised to tern this material over to
the New York Office, _

In this interview, he admitted that he met_1gQQ§
GQLQ§_at Wor1d"Tourist in about 1937 when he bought a
ticket for Russia. He denied, however that he introduced
BROTHMAN into Russian espionage. He stated that he did not
know that BROTHMAN was a Soviet agent. Further he claimed
that he is not at the present time e member of the Communist
Party but refused to answer whether he had been a member.

The subpoena_was continued by the United
States Attorney until November 13, 1950.

On that date SPENQEB%pppeared in court at
BROTHMAN&#39;S trial with a doctor&#39;s certificate for ALEXANDER
SVENCHANSKY from Dr, JQSEPH SHAPI3Q,_39�73 h7th street,
Sunnyside, New York. According to this certificate,
SVENCHANSKY was suffering from pneumonia. This certificate
was made an exhibit by the government.

On this date also Judge IRVING R. KAUFMAN
appointed Dr. CHARLES K. FRIEDBERG, 1088 Park Avenue, New
York City, to examine SVENCHANSKY. Dr. ERIEDBERG did not
substantiate the diagnosis of Dr. SHAPIRO. According to
Dr. FRIEDBERG, SVENCHANSKY was merely suffering from a
heavy cold and should be available within a few days.

&#39; On November 13, 1950 SPENCER furnished this
office with the list of articles promised by SVENCHANSKY
and mentioned above. The articles originally appearedin a publication entitlegja�ulletin De L&#39;Academi; Des
�cience_De L&#39;USSB Serie y§I§§5"�pub11snea in nseaow in
19hO and are as follows: " _
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1- Ionisation of Atoms and Pair--Great in the

Course of Nuclear Reactions by A. B .IGDOL.

2- Fission of the Nuclei by a. %EIPWSIH.
3- Observation of Tracks of Recoiling Nuclei

Arising in the Course of Uranium Fission
under the Neutron Bombardment in the Wilson

ChanE§§,Norking under Lowered Pressure by
. A .

Fiss Caused by Fast Neutrons by
K. A PETRZHNK.-

�A &#39; n EREILOVE 14.. Rm d Energies of Fragments of&#39;Uranium/
5- Chemica ture of Uranium Fission Products

, .
6- � ~riments on F s ion of Uranium by_§,_�*_ ,H and L. I/MTSINOV. .
7- Ab yrption of-Fast Neutrons by&#39;i£ �ENENTY and

Iw%gIMOSHCHUK.
8- Scattering of Photo-Neutrons of D erent

Energies by Atomic Nuclei by T. A GOLOBORODKO
and A. I. LEIPUNSKY.

9- On the Operation of Rian  Radium Institute of
the Ace of Science of the USSR! Cyclotron

10- Calorimetric Measurments of the Radiative Energy
for Fast Electrons in the Lead by D- !@InE1;.N;gov, A. IQXV:-.L&#39;rEa and A. VffV&#39;ANOV.

11- "B emsstrchlung" of Fast Electrons by L. A.
qé CIMOVICH&#39;and Mgfsasnov. 5-"-

12- The Scattering o st Electron y Nitrogen
Nucleus by M. ARISOV, V. P RJILOVSKY and

Qt  _
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13- The Pair Creation--Nitrogen by Gamma Rasigg.!L. ¢; c§osHEv. - r .
SA TAYLOR reviewed the English summaries of these

articles. As-will be seen from their titles they all
deal with atomic energy. These summaries have been made
exhibits in the New York file in this case.

Assistant United States Attorney ROY M. COHN
advised that it would not be necessary for the purposes
of this trial to have a full and complete translation of
these articles. He said that for his purposes these
English summaries would be sufficient.

- On December 7, l9h8, Confidential Informant T-5,
of known reliability, furnished to SA FREDERICK C.
BAUCKHAM a photograph of OSEPH SPENCER taken fromAmerican Labor Party.1itegEtE?¬&#39;F¬IEtIng to the l9h8
election campaign. This literature reflected that SPENCER
was a candidate for New-lork State Assembly in the Fourth
Assembly District, &#39; &#39; "

- On January 20, l9h7, Confidential Informant T-6,
of known reliability, advised that the name JOSEPH SPENCER,
31-A0 76th Street, Jackson Heights, New York, appeared on
a list indicating that he was a member of the Communist
Party, District Number 2, Queens County, and that he was
a member of the North Shore Section.

Confidential Informant T-7, of known reliability,
advised that JOSEPH SPENCER, 5h5 Fifth Avenue, New York
City, was a member of the National Lawyers Guild during
the years 1937 to l9h9.�

By letter dated October 21, l9h9, MATTHEW J.
SHEVLIN, Chairman, Queens County, American Legion
Americanism Committee, advised that he had been informed
by THOMAS MURP 3802 56th Street, Woodside New York, Ithat Dr. JQ$EPg§éHAPlRO, 39-73 h7th Street, éunnyside,New
York; was holding; meetings in his home for the purpose
of assisting the eleven Communists convicted in New York

- 3» S§Z!,�l§ET
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According to the "New York Times" for 3eptemb
l9h8, . JOSEP _ 9¢73 h7th Street, Sunnyside,
New York, attended ROBEH� OMFSON, New ¥hIk_SLat�lChninman
of the Qgmmnnisti�anty following the alleged attack against
him on September 22, l9h8 at 12:15 AM. THOMPSON, according

physician to Detective JOH ER of the 103th Detective
Squad, New York City Polio Department. &#39;

to this article, describedg§3%¬PH&#39;SHAPIRO as his personal
According to the "Daily Worker" on February 2, 19h?

a mock comunity trial was held at American Labor Party
Headquarters,,h3-A2 h�th Street, Sunnyside, New York. At
this tilal ROBERT
entering the home
degenerate attack
At this trial Dr.
Attorney&#39;s Office
him on that claim

C. BURKE was found guilty of illegally
of ROBERT THOMPSON and of attempting a
on THONTSON&#39;S seven year old daughter.
JOSEPH SHAPIRO stated that the District
had never sought any information from

. In this article Dr. SHAPIRO was quoted
as having protested the complicity of the press in con-
cealing or distorting the nature of the attack. According
to the article, Dr. SHAPIRO warned that the plot to meke&#39;
"second class citizens" of Communists was a threat to the
democratic rights of all people.

IV ~ INVESTIGATION OF BROTHMAN AND MIRIAM

_ _r 1l95lSQ:WITZalN.§.�i1TZ¬$T4�-ND_ i
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In an interview with.�g§BX_�QLQ_conducted by
SA ROBERT G, JENSEN of the Philade h Office, it was
pointed out that GOHQ,advised that WENOV appeared at
pre-arranged meeting
an explanation as to

ELIZABETH T.
to determine whether
with HiOTH1�~�£AN to meet

places on three occasions and furnished
tho failure of BROTHMAN to appear.

BENTLEY was therefore reinterviewed
she recalls having made arrangements
his new espionage contact on these

three occasions prior to her having handled the arrange-
ments for the contact which actually took Place at a
subsequent date. This interview with Miss BENTLEY was
conducted by SA FRANCIS W. ZANGLE.

In this interview she advised that she remembers
JACOB GOLOS told her that BROTHMAN had failed to appear �
T3F�Ef&#39;I¬E§E�one meeting with his new contact. She also
remembers telephoning BROTHMAN and telling him that she
wanted to see him. She said that since she actually saw
BROTHMAN she gave him additional directions from GOLOS for
meeting his new contact. Miss BENTLEY, however, had no
further information on any arrangements with BROTHMAN for
meeting his new contact.

_ 92v1 - INTERVIEW WITH &#39;r1a_,01~_1g,_§,1  __1-gg;;,:_ IN
_,,v ,7 in new YORK  k §

On November 15, 1950, the following pertinent
information regarding ABQAHAM BROTHMAN was obtained from &#39;
THOMAS BLACK, 1729 North Sixth Street, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, in an interview conducted by SA FRANCIS W.
ZANGLE at the New York Office:

BI-MK is *1 8@ mr.

_38; SEEQET

E T
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BLACK statedithat sometime in 191:2 or l9!-L3
received a e ephone call from.QQLD, �BLACK was
living in Newark, New Jersey, at the time. he told
BLACK that he had to see him on a very urgent matter.
At the meeting subsequently held,GOLD- told BLACK that he
was about to be inducted into the United States Army and
that as a matter of fact he had received his notice to
take his pre-induction physical examination. According
to BLACK, GOLD stated that he had been handling a contact
who in the past had provided him with extremely valuable
technical information for the Soviet Union and who could
still provide such information. However, GOLD added,
according to BLACK that this contact had been very badly
handled before being turned over to him. GOLD allegedly
explained to BLACK tha: this contact had been badly
handled in the sense that he was rather tempermental
and in order to get information from him he could not be
handled brusquely but he would have to be handled with
extreme tact and flattery. BLACK said that GOLD believed
that this contact was so valuable that he did not want to
see Just anyone handle him and therefore he had recommend
or was going to recomend to his Soviet superior that
BLACK be assigned this task. &#39; -

GOLD told BLACK that this contact was a brilliant
chemical engineer and among other things was an expert
in the design of mixing equipment for the chemical
industry. According to BLACK, GOLD thought that he  BLACK!
was the only person who would be able to get the fullest
cooperation from this contact because of BLACK*S own
personality traits, BLACK said that he told GOLD that
it would be foolish to turn this contact over to him
because he also expected to be inducted into the United
States Army.

BLACK advised that GOLD did not mention this
contact&#39;s name at this time and it was some years later
before he found out that this contact was BROTHMLN.
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BLACK was� able to supply from experience. On the triggto New York from Philadelphia GQLp92told BLgQ§_a little "
bit about the person he was going to meet. ccording to
BLACK he told him that BROTHMAN was a chemical engineer
in the consulting business and that he was currently work-
ing on a process to obviate the Du Pent and Rohm and Hess
patents on Methyl Methacrylste. He mentioned also that
BROTHMAN was an expert on chemical mixing equipment and
it was then, according to BLACK, that he asked GOLD if
BROTHMAN was the contact he had wanted him to handle if
GOLD was inducted into the Army. GOLD is supposed to &#39;
have replied that it was.

BLACK said that they met BROTHMAN at a subway
station in Queens County and he drove them to his labora-
tory in Elmhurst. BLACK advised that while he was in
BROTHMAN&#39;S car he noticed a current issue of the "Daily
worker." BLACK stated that he believed his second
meeting with BROTHMAN took place at BROTHMAN&#39;S office.

He said that he received a telephone call in
Philadelphia from HARRY GOLD who by this time had become
an employee of BROTHMAN&#39;S, He asked BLACK to pick up a
sample of certain material at the Rohm and Hess plant in
Bristol, Pennsylvania, and bring it to BROTHMAN&#39;S office.
BLACK stated that he picked up the sample aid brought it
to BROTHMAN&#39;S office that evening. Present in the office
when BLACK arrived there were GOLD, BROTHMAN a1d Ml§%§§h
MQSKQHIZZ. According to BLACK,BROTHMAN took them al t
to dinner. During the conversation at dinner BLACK stated
that he recalls that the chief topic discussed was the
Chinese Comunist movement, BLACK was unable to recall
any specific details about this conversation but said that
he came away with the impression that BROTHMAN, MOSKOWITZ
and GORDON were favorable to a Communist regime in China
and appeared to follow the Communist Party line in this
O ountry 0 -

BLACK further stated that GOLD told him that
BROTHMAN was extremely stupid in handling his business
contacts. He said that BROTHMAN was in contact with
representative of the Chinese Nationalist Government

- to-. SEBRET
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trying to negotiate the sale of Methyl Methacrylate to them.
According to.§LACK, GOLD told him that one evening when
BROTHMAN was entertaining this contact for business purposes
he took him to aNationmUd:meeting at Madison Square
Garden. At this meeting the Chinese Communist Government
was denounced. .

BLACK advised that from his conversations with
HARRY GOLD there was no doubt in his mind that BROTHMAN
had been sympathetic to the Communist movement and the
Soviet Union for many years.

vn - RESULTS or HANDWRITING EXAMINATION BY

  _ g _Fs1 L_ABORATORYi_ g  g g _

In order to determine whose handwriting appeared
on certain material found during a search of GOLD&#39;S home
in June 1950, photostatic copies of the following were
sent to the FBI Laboratory on October 25, 1950.

1- Three sheets of paper with handwriting thereon.
GOLD advised that this material was in his &#39;
handwriting and concerned operating data on
a magnesium powder plant.

2- Eleven pages of handwritten notes and hand-
drawn figures. A single sheet of ruled
paper with the number 3 in the upper right
hand corner and notations beginning with
number 2. A single sheet of ruled paper
entitled "Notes On Computations." Four
sheets of unruled paper bearing the numbers
16, 17, 18 and 19 in the upper right-hand
corner and a sheet of paper with the number
7 on top containing typewriting and hand-
writing.

GOLD advised that the eleven pages of hand-
written notes and hand drawn figures on legal
size paper were in his handwriting and deal
with mixing equipment. The ruled paper with
the number 3 in the upper right-hand corn=r
was in BROTHMAN&#39;S handwriting. He said that

- M _ S-it "SE1
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this referred to data on magnesium powder.
The four sheets of unruled paper bearing the
numbers 16, 17, 18 and 19 in the upper right-
hand corner were, according to QOLD� in his
writing and referred to the Buna- process.
The sheet of paper with the number 7 on top
contained GOLD&#39;S handwriting and referred to
mixing equipment.

3- A series of handwritten numbers on pages
numbered 5 through 16 inclusive written on
the letterhead of the Golwynne Chemical Company»

According to GOLD, all of this material was
in his handwriting and concerned mixing
equipment. p

h- Sheets of paper numbered 1 through A and 17
through 25. Also copies of papers on which
appear what seemed to be chemical equations.

HARRY GOLD stated that the sheets of paper
numbered number 1 through h and 17 through
25 are in his handwriting and contain informa-
tion on mixing equipment. The pages on which
the chemical equations appear, according to
GOLD, are not in his handwriting, He said that
these might be in BROTHMAN&#39;S handwriting but
he did not know to what they refer.

5- Fourteen pages of handwritten notes on graph
paper entitled "Henrick&#39;s Continuous Method
for Buns-S Manufacture." Eighteen pages of
handwritten notes which appear to be a con-
tinuation of the information listed on the
graph paper. Also a two page typewritten
document entitled "Notes On Continuous
Method Report." t

GOLD advised that all of this material set
out under item 5 was in BROTHMnN&#39;S handwriting.

On October 30, 1950 and November 6, 1950 the Bureau
advised that the writing on the above papers was actually
placed there as indicated by HARRY GOLD,sans
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In an effort to determine whether LL-ABRX..EQLD~ D
actually placed the writing on the small white card found
during a search of his house, the card together with a
sufficient number of GOLD&#39;S handwriting specimens were
submitted to the FBI Laboratory.

By letter dated October 23, 1950 the Laboratory
advised that this card was in GOLD&#39;S handwriting. This
card gave GOLD&#39;S directions for meeting EROTHMAN and
was put into evidence by the government at BROTHMAN&#39;8
recent trial. &#39;

There are being enclosed herewith for the Bureau
three copies of the parole report on ABRAHAM BROTHMAN and
one copy of the disposition sheet.

ENCLO sgsss  TO i s_p_R3m_u

3 copies of the parole report on ABRAHAM BROTHHAN
1 copy of the disposition sheet~

w P E N D I N G ~
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EDWARD gUICK, owner of the Peacock Roll Leaf
C . Yompwny, Inc., S03 57th Avenue, Elmhurst, New ork, was
interviewed by SA THOMAS OELLER and ROBERT s. PLIYNTZ. �
QICK advised that .£KUl4N5$Q " ave
rented space from him sine -approximately June 19a? for a
laboratory. He said that in about June 19h? he authorized
the BROTHMAN firm to do some work for him in connection mun
improving their roll leaf process. He believed that_�A3BX_

_§QLQ_gprked on this particular job for BROTHMAN.

He said that his original agreement with BROTHMAN
was for a onefyear lease. However, BROTHMAN has been a
problem ever since he has been in the building as he does
not pay his rent and QUICK has been trying to get rid of
him over a long period of time.

s
QUICK stated that he had no reason to suspect

BROTHMAN or any of his-employees of espionage. He did say
that some of the BROTHMAN employees talked like Communists
at times but most of this was done in a joking manner. He
further explained this by saying they would call QUICK a
capitalist and joke about how much money he h&de

QUICK said that he recalled seeing the "Daily
worker" in the laboratory o ccasions. It is hisrecollection that Dr. MILTO§§3$EM was the individual who
brought the "Daily Worker" to the laboratory. QUICK
was unable to furnish any specific information concerning
any Communist activity on the part of BROTHMAN or any of
the other members of the BROTHMAN firm.

The following permanent employees of QUICK were
interviewed but were unable to furnish any additional
information concerning BROTHMAN and his employees;

WALTER QUICK
Brother of EDWARD QUIC __h

sosswmy MORAN  it
An employee of QUICK �

..w+..
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RICHARD FRANZ
5207 Haepel Street
Elmhurst, New York

JOHN COUGHLIN
150 Thth Street
Brooklyn, New York

CHARLES MANGOLD
167 Summit Circle
Little Ferry, New J

PAUL R, JOSSIER
180-O2 Crocheron Av
Flushing, New York

EDDIE SHESKIER
82-21 58th Avenue
Elmhurst, New York

GUSTAVE ALBRECHT

Bu-28 5?th_Road
Elmhurst, New York

PERCY ESTRIDGE
31-65 u9th Street
Woodside, New York

JOSEPH GOEB

llh-27 l3hth Street

Q. I

SE8 ET

ersey

enue

South Ozone Park, New York

JOHN MURPHY

50-30 uéth Street
Woodside, New York

CHARLES PORTRAS
15 Jefferson Avenue
Lynbrook, New York

tttt
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The following temporary employees of the Peacock
Roll Leaf Company were interviewed by SAS PAUL J. BLASCO,
ROLAND G. KEARNS, ROBERT W. COHOLAN and THOMAS H. ZOELLER.
They were unable to furnish any pertinent information
regarding BROTHMAN.- " WILLIAM wlenm

1», r _50-27 h2nd Street
Long Island City, New York

CHARLES VORTNEA
£7-11 58th Lane
Woodside, New York

ERANK MC NALLY

179-lh lh�th Road
Jamaica, New York

CHARLES N. DARLEEN STARK
59-18 Summerfield Street
Glendale, New York

JOSH!-I CARRONE
01-17 98th Street
Corona, New York

EDWARD SZEMPLENSKI
1&5-B5 220th Street
Springfieii Gardens, New York

ANGELO CASSELLO

3h-O7 Bhth Avenue
Long Island City, New York

WALTER MOH
86-02 102nd Avenue
Ozone Park, New York

E. NORMAN CLARK was interviewed at his place of
employment, the Regal Chemical Company, 115 Dobbins Street,
Brooklyn, New York by SA FREDERICK C. BAUCKHAM. In this

10--
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interview CLARK advised that his only contact with
BROTHMAN was during the time BROTHMAN was employed at the
Regal Chemical Company as a Consulting Chemist. Ho stated
that he had no knowledge of any other activities of
BROTHMAN and that he never met or heard of_�§3BX_�Ol£L- Ho
further stated that_Q§§§%Q[g§Q,was working for BROTHMAN
at the time but that he ad no contact with VAGO since all

dealings we 9 had through BROTHMAN or BROTHMANIS partnerARTHUR P y�sm.
92

According 0 HARRY GOLD, BROTHMAN introducedcow to cnimtss ojgmim at the saorm/an laboratory. In
April or May, 19h7, GOLD performed a demonstration for
BROWN regarding the polymerization of Methyl Mothaorylate
Monomer. GOLD stated that BROWN at that time wrote a
column for a chemical and technical engineering magazine j
published by the American Chemical Society. GOLD stated
that BROWN was pleased with the demonstration as was
BROTHMAN and that later BROWN helped to sell the process
to the United States Industrial Chemical Company,

CHARLES O. BROWN, Room 1502, 331 Madison Avenue,
New York City, was interviewed by SA PL;NTZ and SA WLLTER
L. WLNGENHEIM. H� stated_that he had been introduced toBROTHMLN by SIDNE§Q§lRKPATRICK, Editor of Technical »
Publications for Me Grew Hill Publishing Company,as a
possible associate to work with BROWN as a Co s ltingChemical Engineer. Also involved was THEODOR%g8ZTVE,
Assistant Editor at Mo Graw Hill. According BROWN, both
KIRKPATRICK and OLIVE felt that he should have~somo sort
of partner inasmuch as he was alone in his business and
often was not able to give full attention to various matters
which would have brought him additional income. BROWN
stated he has acted as an engineer consultant for
approximately 200 different firms from which he has re-
ceived approximately $20,000.00 to $h0,000.00 a year.

According to BROWN, BROTHMAN let it be known about
the Mo Graw Hill Company where he often visited in
connection with the publication of technical papers that he
was looking for someone to serve as his business partner
and to see that the office and the business was properly

saw

A
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run while he ran the technical end. BROTHMAN is supposed
to have stated that he made numerous mistakes in running
tho office end of his business which served to decrease
his profits. At their first meeting BROTHMAN toLiBROwN
that he was working under a contract for the Chinese
Government on a project to set up a sound dye industry
in that country. BROTHMAN, according to BROWN, invited
him out to his laboratory on the Saturday morning following
their initial meeting to exhibit a method BROTHMAN had
developed for-Producing polysterene.

During this first meeting BROTHMAN madefrequent -
reference to �g§BX_GOLD-as his Chief Assistant. He also
referred to him asa brilliant chemist. BROWN said that he
accepted the invitation and BROTHMAN picked BROWN up at his
office on the following Saturday. On their way to the
laboratory they stopped for lunch at a place on Long
Island. During the meal BROWN said the BROTHMAN excused
himself three times to make telephone calls. It was at
this point BROWN said that he began to entertain some doubt
about BROTHMAN who found it necessary to make phone calls
in the middle of a meal on a Saturday. BROWN stated that
he began to consider BROTHMAN asemratic and disorganized.

BROWN advised that he watched the demonstration at
the laboratory which was being prepared by HARRY GOLD.
GOLD mixed the ingredients for the polysterene but
BROTHMAN performed the actual "cooking&#39; which took about
twenty minutes. While this "cooking" was in progress
BROWN was seated in such a position that he could see a
reflection of GOLD in a plate glass window in the front of
the laboratory. GOLD did not think that he could be seen,
according to BROWN, and as BROWN watched GOLD&#39;S reflection
he could see him going through BROWN&#39;S briefcase. BROWN
stated that as there was nothing of value in it he said .
nothing of the incident to anyone, BROTHMAN, according to
BROWN, appeared to think very highly of HARRY GOLD.

BROWN acknowledg i that BROTHMAN was a capable
engineer and that the demonstration at the Laboratory was
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most successful. Later BROWN suggested that BROTHMAN show
his process to the United States Industrial Chemical
Company, 60 East h2nd Street, New York City. This firm,
according to QRQEN, after looking into the matter became
interested in it as the only Methyl Methacrylete being?
produced at the time was in accordance with a method
controlled by and licensed to the Rohm and Hass Company.
BROTHMAN&#39;S method while producing the same product employed
a different method. BROWN said that he later heard from
a Dr. BASS from the United States Industrial and Chemical
Company that when the firm got around to discussing the
details with BROTHMAN the deal collapsed,

About a week later BROWN said that he let it be
known to BROTHMAN that he did not desire to become a
partner and that BROTHMAN appeared to be doing very well
by himself and did not need BROWN&#39;S assistance-

- BROWN stated that on» one occasion BROTHMAN told
him that the main reason he desired BROWN to enter into
a partnership with him was because BROWN had a great many
excellent contacts in chemical plants all over the country.
BROTHMAN is supposed to have said that BROWN, through his
contacts, would be able to keep BROTHMAN informed of all
the new developments that took place,. BROWN also advised
that BROTHMAN considered this information essential to his
own success in chemical research while BROWN considered it
highly unethical and resolved to cease dealing with
BROTHMAN as soon as he could.

BROWN estimated that the association between
himself and BROTHMAN lasted about ten days or two weeks
in the early sumer of l9h7, �He stated that he considered
BROTHMAN a very capable chemist but felt that he operated
in a disorganized and illogical manner. He said that he
also considered him "shifty" and unethical.

BROWN&#39;S opinion o�iGQLD_nas about the same except
that he had little opportunity to observe him. He stated
that the briefcase incident seemed to indicate the true
character of the whole BROTHMAN group with which he came
into contact._

r pug-
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BB_Q_w1i_stated that he had no information
espionage nature regarding BROTHMAN&#39;S activities.

The report of SA CHARLES W. GRUBB dated November
10, 1950 at Indianapolis, Indiana, set out a lead for the
New York Office to interview H. K. LAROWE of the American
Cyanamid Company.

SA STU1�.R&#39;l� J. CAMERON interviewed M1�. LARONE,
Director of Purchases of the American Gylnamid Company,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City. He advised SA
CAMERON that he does-not know BROTHMAN and can not recall
that he was ever ¢Ontl0ted by BOTHMAN.

Mr. A. MAGNUM WEBB, Chemical Construction
Corporation, hB8 Madison Avenue, New York City, advised �
SA CAMERON that this corporation is a subsidiary of the
American Cyanumid Company. He also said that this &#39;
corporation was interested in the development of a process
for changing salt water into drinking water during the
last war. He added, however, that he does not recall -
BBOTHMAN but stated that it was entirely possible that
BROTHMAN could have contacted him in connection with-this

PI�C0eSS.

In Hg§3§_§QLp&#39;S statement dated July 11, 1950,
he advised that BROTHMAN put him in touch with several
legitimate jobs from which he obtained money. One of these
according to him w _ proposal on the conversion of aplant owned by thogg:�G. Interstate Products Com any of
Paterson, New Jersey.

_ FELIX GLUCK, 27 West 72nd Street, New York City,
was interviewed by SA FREDERICK C. BAUCKHAM. In this
interview he advised that he hired HARRY D through therecommendation of an attorney named SERG§§%§RVIS who had
previously stated to GLUGK that he knew a man who was a
friend of a chemical engineer or his acquaintance. GLUCK
believed that this friend of SERGE JARVIS was BROTHMAN
although he could not be absolutely sure that it was.A Sg;9¢ET
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GLUCK further said that he had.HAB3I-6659 make the s vey
ofi 11 s plant, the   for
advice as to converting this plan o the manufacture of
alcohol. GLUCK said that he received a report signed by
GOLD and M�����lhlx���ERII_although he said that he had
never met DOUGHERTY. GLUCK also stated that this survey
of GOLD and DOUGHERTY was made sometime in 19h3 at which
time he thought GLUCK was working for the Publicker
Industries in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. _GLUCK also stated
that he paid $300.00 for this survey but since he was not
satisfied with it he never used it.

GLUCK could furnish no information regarding
BOTHMAN nor did he have any additional information
regarding HARRY GOLD.

The records of Columbia University reflect that
BROTHMAN attended Seth Low Junior College of that
university from September 1930 to June 1931, He attended
the Columbia University Undergraduate School from
September 1931 to June 6, 1933 at which time he received a
Bachelor of Science degree. These records further reflect
that BROTHMAN entered the Graduate School of Columbia
University in September l93h but since he still owed
certain fees as of January 10, 1935, he was considered as
"no registration" and handled as a suspension case.

� The following information was obtained from the
files of Confidential Informant T-9, of known reliability:

A letter of the Hendrick Manufacturing Company
dated November 16, l9h0, states that BROTHMAN is their
Consulting Engineer and has worked on Equipment for
Production of Aviation Gasoline, General Petroleum
Products, Artificial Rubber, Plastics, Foods and General
Processing and Mixing.

A letter of the Chemurgy Design Corporation dated
January ll, 19b3, states that EROTHMAN is doing work for
International Engineering, Inc. which company manufactures

.3-32$ iii.
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Process Equipment, Blowers, Fans, Mine Cars and Mills.
Theyproduce Mills for the Navy and Industrial Fens and
Blowers for the Government. International Engineering
Inc. is new working on the largest order ever placed by
the Government for these items,

This letter goes on to state that they also do
work for the Graver Tank and Manufacturing Company which
is one of the largest welding and fabrication shops shipping
over 150 tons of fabricated steel a day. They also make
water treating systems for Municipalities and Government
Industrial Power Houses.

This Chemurgy letter also states that they do work
for the Rufert Cheical.Company which company produces a
"Nickel Hydrogenation Catalyst� for the conversion of
vegetable and animal oils, for the hydrogenation of ,
petroleum products such as aviation gasoline and for the
synthesis of various essential defense chemicals-

Hufert Chemical Company attached a letter to the
above Chemurgy letter dated January ll, 19h}, which states
that ABRAHAM BROTHMAN for the past seven months has been in
charge of Process Chemical Engineering, Mechanical Design-
ing, and Supervision during the erection of s Nickel
Recovery Plant that Rufert has been building at Government
request. This plant is capable of recovering from the
spent hydrogenation catalyst which is used in the
hydrogenation ofcnls, approximately one and one-half
million pounds of nickel and approximately seven and one-
half million pounds ofcil fats and wax annually.

1

The Chemurgy letter states that they also do work
for the Pulverized Metals Corporation of Centerbrook,
Connecticut, which company produces pulverized magnesium
powder for the loading of incendiary bombs, tracer shells
and tracer bullets and whose entire production is consumed_
by Allied Nations under Lend Lease,

The Golwynne Company attached a letter dated January
ll, 19b3, which states that the Pulverized Metals Corpora-tion is an associated company. ABR1é1¬n5r1�qOTHI-11�.N supervised

&#39;1- 52 -
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the design of a section cf the plant at Centerbrook,
Connecticut. He improved production of pulverized magQE
nesium powder which goes into the above items and the1�¢_
total production is under contract to the British Purchas-
ing Comission going ultimately to the Australian
Government. .

The Chemurgy letter states that they do work for
the Chicago Pump Company, Chicago, Illinois, which company
manufactures industrial pumps and equipment for Industrial
and Municipal Sewage Disposal Systems. They are engaged
100% in the defense work.

This letter states that they do work for the
Hendrick Manufacturing Company who produces fabricated
steel products for direct or indirect use in Chemical
Process Equipment, Airplanes, Petroleum Equipment, Arma-
ments, etc.

The letter goes on to state that Chemurgy has or
is either directly or through its clients engaged in the
manufacture or design of products and projects typified by
the following partial list:

Chemicals vital to the manufacture of
synthetic rubber for the Naugotuck Chemical
Division of the United States Rubber Company,
Naugatuck, Connecticut.

Explosives for Pieatinny Arsenal, Bureau of
Ordnance of the United States Government at
Dover, New Jersey. _

A plant for the manufacture of synthetic resins
for the Synvar Corporation of Wilmington,
Delaware,

The designing,installation and construction
to begin shortly of a plant for the recovery
of spent nickel catalyst for the Rufert
Chemical Company.

- ,3 - SELFET
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The EROTHMAN-WEBER Continuous System for the
- production of Bun! Synthetic Rubber which is � "-

currently being employed by all the Defense
Plant Corporation Plants producing Buna
$ynthetic Rubber. -

In a letter dated December 10, l9h3, the Chemurgy
Design Corporation advised Confidential Informant T-9 that
Chemurgy is presently engaged 100% in war work. The are
Consulting Engineers to the following:

International Engineering, Inc. of Dayton, Ohio,
who manufactures Process Equipment for the Chemical,
Petroleum, Synthetic Rubber, Plastics, Explosives, and
Allied Industries, also Blowers, Pans, Mine Cars, and
Mills. lhey arc engaged in 100% production for the war
effort.

The International Engineering, Inc. attached a
letter to the above dated December 9, 19h}. They stated
that ABRAHAM BROThMAN is their Consulting Engineer and has
and still is designing for them defense equipment for many
chemical industries. He designed equipment sold by Inter-
national to the following companies:

" Huntsville Arsenal, Huntsville, Alabama
B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, Ohio -
E. I. Dupont do Nemours and Company,

Wilmington, Delaware
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
Rohm and Haas Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

manufacturers of Plastic for bomb noses
Rufert Chemical Company, Seymour, Connecticut
Synvar Corporation, Wilmington, Delaware
Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Michigan
-lontsanto Chemical Company, Montsanto, Illinois

The Gaver Tank and Manufacturing Company attached
a letter to the above Chemurgy letter which states thatGraver is engaged in the designing, febr ET

I 1
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s in
erection of process equipment, water treating equipment,
softeners and filters, sewage equipment, clarifying
equipment, welded steel structures and general construc-
tion of steel plate, stainless steel, stainless clad, or
other alloys. They are engaged 100% in war work and are
the manufacturers of process and other equipment for
leading oil companies, synthetic rubber plants and other
essential industries-

The Rufert Chemical Company attached a letter dated
December 9, l9h3 to the above Chemurgy letter which states
that ABRAHAM BROTHMAN for the past eleven months hes been
working on the erection of e Nickel Recovery Plant which
is being built at Government request. ABRAHAM BROTHMAN is
also working on the extension of present facilities to -
include the manufacture of Nickel Catalyst and Nickel
Salts to be used by petroleum companies for their war
contracts for the menuf"cture of Butadiene or Synthetic
Rubber and the manufacture of Aviation High Octane Gasoline,

The Pulverized Metals Corporation attached a letter
dated December 9, 19h} which states that ABRAHAM BROTHHAN
since July l9h2 has been working on Pulverized Magnesium
which product goes entirely into munitions,

Chemurgy letter goes on to state that Chemurgy
is also working on the erection of a plant for the
manufacture of synthetic resins for the airplane industry.
This plant is to be shipped to China through Lend Lease,
Recently the work was extended to include the framing of
a prospectus of a complete chemical industry for Qhina.

Chemurgy was also working on e plant for the Regal
Chemical Company and Regal attached e letter dated December
10 l9t3 which states that ABRAHAM BROTHMAN since August
l9L3 has been working on the production of Aerosol
Insecticide Bombs.

Chemurgy is also working on the BROTHMAN-WEBER
Buns-S Rubber Process currently being employed by all
defense corporation plants,

SEMI.- 55 -
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The files of Confidential Informant T 9 contain

a letter dated June 17, l9hh of International Engineering,
Inc. which states that ABRAHAM BROTHMAN is their technical
designer for Chemical and Process Industries. They
manufacture such equipment for Government Arsenals and
manufacturers of explosives, aluminum, penicillin,
maganese, synthetic rubber, plastics for bombers, etc,

Ghemurgy in a letter dated June 19, l9hh, furnished
the following information to Confidential Informant T-9:

They attached a letter from the Bridgeport Brass
Corporation dated Juno 16, l9hh, which states that
ABRAHLM BROTHMAH is working on refilling equipment for
field use in connection with the Aerosol Insecticide
Program and also on an Aerosol Container,

The letter goes on to state that Chemurgy is also
filling Aerosol Insecticide Bombs under Navy contract and
is engaged in the design of filling Aerosol Bombs for the
Brass Goods Company of Brooklyn.

Chemurgy is doing the following work for Inter-
national Engineering Inc.: The work includes Magnesium
Casting, Impregnating Autoclaves. It also includes work
on billet Oar, hatch combing plates, portable mixers,
ventilators for ship holds, axial fans for new fighter
planes, marine mine dollies and ingot cars-

Chemurgy attached a letter from the Rufert Chemical
Company dated June 23, l9hh which sets out the same in-
formation as set out above plus an additional product of
hardened lard for Army field rations.

Chemurgy is also working on Resinsfbr the Chinese
Government. &#39;

Chemurgy is also working
on which ABRAHAM BROTHMAN is the
patents have been applied for:

as
on the following items
co-developer and on which
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l. Valve unicr consideration by the Navy for an

i *___iQon_t&#39;�!_> ff __
Aerosol Bomb. &#39; -

2. Field filling cquipment.for exhausto� contninors,
3. Automatic equipment for plant filling of aerosol

bombs.

Tho files of Confidential Informant T-9 also
contain a letter dated Torch 27, l9hS from�tho Bridgcport
Brass Company�which states that BROTHHAN has boon sngagcé
�or tho past nine months in the manufacture of Aerosol

Dispensers. �

&#39; I .
Mrs. MLRY NORTON HARRINGTON, 6?1 A Bruce Stroot,

Rilgcfioli, New Jersoyt telephone Morsemere 6-517$ W, -.
tslcphonically advised SA HLLTEB.C. ROETTIHG, Jr, of this
office that she hnd formerly boon employed by tho Texaco.
Development Company and that from about Ma&#39; 1 it to&#39;Muy19h? she was assigncé to assist Dr. LUDWI%k$§gENSTEIN,a
Consulting Chemist at hO5 Loxington�Avcnua, �ow York City,
She soi� that in 19h§ ROSENSTEIN took over tho laboratory
of B. T. BROOKS at llh East 32nd Street, New York City,
BROOKS was working for the Texaco Company also and after
ROSEHSTEIN took over his laboratory he obtrinei an office
in the Chrysler Building with tho assistance of the
Texaco Company.

ROSENSTEIN became acquainted with ABRAHAM BROTHMAE
uh: also had an office at llk mast 32nd Street, new York
City. Hrs. HARRINGTON believes that BHOTHMAN occasionally
visited in RO�ENSTEIN&#39;S laboratory. _

Mrs. HARRINGTON also sai� that in 19u5 ROSENSTEIN
was doing analytical work on a sulphur derivative in his
laboratory at llh East 32nd Strect and at thou time
employed a chemist named LEONARD PINTO. Mrs. HARRINGTON
stated that PINTO told hcrzt thot time that the FBI was
watching BROTHMAN.

Mrs. HAER &#39; .ON also soid st BROTHMAE introduced
ROSEHSTEIN to MA ANDAU and HARRY NBERQ, who, as

csssqzr
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individuals, worked on me atomic bomb. Accordingggggll
Mrs. HARRINGTON, AN and nuusssc were starting tneibusiness at the tgme BROTHMAN&#39;intro3ubed them tc_§Q§EN5TEI§.

&#39;Mrs. HARRINGTON stated that she has no knowledge
of any espionage&#39;activities on the part of BROTHMAN or
ROSENSTEIN. �rs. HARRINGTON recalled that ROSENSTEIN&#39;S
housekeeper had told her that Dr. ROSENSTEIN&#39;S son, who is
s.phwuninn in Son Francisco, California, was a good friend
of HARRY BRIDGES.

Mr. A. L. CARRAD, Imp�iicl Chemical Industries
 New York! Ltd., 521 Fifth Avenue, New York City, advised
SA ZOELLER of this office that they were holding up Hélgttor from their London Office addressed to ALFRED

SON, Industrial Process Engineers, 8 ListEF�nvenae, I
mcwur�f New Jersey. This letter is dated November 9, 1950,
but was being hold up pending developments in the .
BROTHMAN trial. .

Mr. CARRAD stated that this letter is to the effect
that the London Office of the Imperial Chemical Industries
Ltd. in discussions with Dr. POMERANIEG had been told by
him that BROTHMAN&#39;S patents on Methyl Methocrylate have
been assigned to LEWISON. CARRAD, however, thinks that
these are merely potent applications and not actual
patents themselves. The London Office of Imperial Chemical
Industries wanted the New York Office of this company to
contact LjWISON for further information on this process
since they are not able to make it work.

CARHAD stated that he intends to write LEWISON
and request the desired information from him. He will
keep this office advised of further developments in this
mstter. �e stated that if used, this process of producing
Methyl Methacrylctetns a potential of considerable value.

Confidential Informant T;lQ, of known rolidbility,
advised that the following firms and individuals were in
contact with ssorsmsn at 35 West 33rd Street, New York City,
from October 25, 1950 to November 30, 1950:

O _ 58 _ QESQET
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Post Office Box 1136
Grand Central Station
New York 17, New York

Queens Employment Service
29-28 hlst Avenue
Long Island City, New York

A. W. Barnhart Company
1&0 Highland Street
Portchestor, New York

Federal Security Agency,

_ sac £1
Dictenhone Corporation
h20 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, New York

National Association of
Engineering Corporation

1601r13 Dime Builiing
Detroit 26, Michigan

U.S. Treasury Department
Office of Cone ctor of

Internal Revenue
110 East t5tn Street
New York City

R. C. A. Comunicstions,Inc-
Social Security Administration 66 Brood Street

Field Office
Ll West h3rd Street
New York 18, New York _

John Wiley & Sons, Inc»
hkO hth Avenue
New York 16, New York

New York Steel Tank Corp-
1l3-h� 99th Street
Ozone Park 16, New York &#39;

Post Office Box 72h
Church Street Station
New York 6, New York

Overseas Trading Corp.
Executive Offices
Greybar Building
k20 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, New York

New York, New York

The Liquid Carbon Corp. .
3100 South Kedsie Avenue
Chicago 23, Illinois

Automatic Switch Company
391 Lakende Avenue
Orange, New Jersey

Crystal Spring Water Co.
Pine Hill
132nd Street & Brook Avenue
New York Sh, New York

Room 1607
71 West k7th Street
New York 19, New Ycrk

"w
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Scientific Glass Apnratus
Company, Inc.

A9 Ackermen Street
Bloomfield, New Jersey

National Lead Company
Atlantic Br.
111 Broadway
New York 6, New York

Eimer and Amend
Div. of Fisher écientific Co.
Greenwich & Morton Streets
New York lk, New York

R, W. Bixby, Inc.
110 Pearl Street
Buffalo 2, New York

Fortune
9 Rockefeller Plaza
New York 20, New York

Lehman Brothers Inc.
269 Lexington Avenue
New York 17, New York

Allen Bradley Company
Quality Motor Control
136 West Greenfield Avenue
Milwaukee N, Wisconsin

f W Cont d>!J
Mc Gonna
3025 North-Western Avenue
Chicago 18, Illinois

John F, Abernathy and
Company, Inc.

708 Myrtle Avenue
Brooklyn 5, New York

Joseph M. Gleason
360 Bridge Street
Brooklyn l, New York

Dienst Ministerie van,
Economische Zaken
Central Planburcau

Raamweg 17-18 Den Haag �

U.S. District Court,
District of New Jersey,
Chas. H. Weilans; Wm T.
Cahill, Referrees in
Bankruptcy,
Federal Building
Federal Square & Franklin

Street
Newark 2, New Jersey.

Grinnell Company, Inc,
27? West Exchange Street
Providence 1, Rhode Island

New York Public Library,
Bursar �

H86 Fifth Avenue
New York 18, New York

S �REF
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Sam Tour and Company, Inc.
hh Trinitz Place
New York , New York

Post Office Box 1136
Grand Central Station
New York 17, New York

The International Nickel
Company, Inc.

6? Wall Street
New York S, New York

Post Office Department,
Official Business,
Postage Due Section,
New York 1, New York

Exner Sand and Gravel  �orp-
B80 Zerega Avenue
Bronx 61, New York

Federated Metals Div.
American Smelting &

Refining Company,
120 Broadway
New York 5, New York

Post Office Department,
Official Business,
Dead Letter Branch,
New York 1, New York

No Name
28 East 21st Street
New York 10, New York

Westinghouse Electric
Corporation

Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania

According to Confidential Informant T-10 as set
out above BROTHMAN was in receipt of a letter bearing the
return address of United States Treasury Department,
Office of the Collector of Internal Revenue, 110 East.
h5th Street, New York City. 92

ROBERT
-_�
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Mr. ALEX REDNISS, President of Technical Enterprise
Inc., 31 South Street, New York City, advised SA J. T.
AVERY of this office that EOTHMAN owns an interest in the

dixgndustrigl Proces§_EngiQeers, 8 Lister Avenue, Newark,
New"F3rs§§:i5H¬*§t5ted�tHEt this firm is offering an un-
known firm in Venezuela a deal which is absolutely unworke
able in his opinion. REDNISS could offer nothing further
concerning this deal nor could he give any information
regarding the activities of BROTHMAN.

§é§§X_�QLD claimed that he and BROTHMAN completed
the Buna- report in a room in the Hotel New Yorker on a
Wednesday ni t and Thursday morning late in the month
of March, 19 2 He also said that he remembers that it
rained heavily.on

SA EDWARD
the United States
York City. These

this&#39;Thursday. A

C, MORGAN, Jr. checked the records of
Weather Bureau, 17 Battery Place, New
records reflect that the only pre-

cipitation heavier than dun between Thursday, March 19,
l9h2,&#39;and Friday, April 10, 19h2, is as follows:

March 21, l9h2  Saturday! 11:55 AM to
5:20 AM, March 22, l9h2 - heavy rein.

March 29, 19h2  Sunda ! 12:30 PM to6:02 AM, March 30, l9Z2 - heavy rain
and snow.

April 9, l9h2  Thursday! h:O5 AM to
2:30 PM, April 10, l9h2 ~ heavy rain,
snow and sleet.

With this information to refresh his recollection
HARRY GOLD said that it must have been on the evening of
April 8 and the morning of April 9, 19h2 that he and
BROTHMAN worked on the Buns-S report. GOLD was adamant
in his recollection that this meeting in the Hotel New
Yorker took place in the middle of the week.

- 62 Q
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In an effort to determine further exactly when this
meeting took place SA ZOELLER contacted EDWARD STILES,
Security Officer, Hotel New Yorker, 3hth Street and 8th
Avenue, New York City. Mr. STILES advised that the hotel

has no registration records available prior to l9k7.

In a pre-trial interview with_§gBEX;§QLLy-he claimed
that sometime during the months of January, February or
March, 19h2, on a Eaturday, he had a meeting scheduled with
BROTHMAN at the Prince George Hotel-

. In an effort to establish the date of this meeting
Mr. ROY CONROY, Assistant Manager, Prince George Hotel,

lh East 28th Street, New York City, was contacted. After
checking his records, he advised that although he had a
record of some hotel registrations for the year 19b2, he
could not locate one for HARRY GOLD under his true name
or any of his known aliases. &#39;

By letter dated October L, 1950, the Bureau
requested that ARTHUR MARKMAN be interviewed regarding
BROTHMAN. By teletype dated October 18, 1950, the Bureau
advised that MARKMAN, number Z 303805, signed aboard the
SS ?ioneer Tide at New York City on August 22, 1950, as a
Junior Pharmacist Mate. This vessel is operated by the
United States Lines Ihioh is located at 1 Broadway, New
York City-

SA WILLIAM A, FLYNN learned from JOSEPH SCHWENK,
Cargo Division, United States Lines, that the SS Pioneer
Tide is at sea on a voyage to Japan and the Philippine
Islands andisrntexpected to return to New York City
until about December 25, 1950. This information was sent
to the Bureau by teletype on October 21, 1950, in the event
the Bureau desired to have CIA or the Army interview
MARKMAN while overseas-

�Since the color of BROTHMAN&#39;S l9h0 Pontiac Sedan
might have become an issue in this case, the Detroit Office
was requested to determine the actual color of this car.
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Q!-&#39;By teletype dated October 19, 1950, the Detroit?�-gR
Office advised that factory records on this car maintained
by the Pontiac Motor Company, Pontiac, Michigan, indicated
the color to be nottingham grey, color number 228h.

This teletype also advised that MARQUIS SQRTELL, in
charge of past records of the ?ontisc Motor Company, was
the person to subpoena to produce these records if necessary
to BROTHMAN&#39;S trial.

,EL1Z3BE1E*$,�§E§TLEV_Win a pre-trial conference
advised at she took the original blueprints which were
furnished to her by BROTnMAN to an address in the vicinity
of Liberty Street in New York City where she had copies
of these blueprints made.

In an effort to establish the location of the place
where these blueprints were copied, the following in-
vestigation was conducted by SA STUART J. CAMERON: &#39;

Mr. E. L. WERNER and PETER MAURO, Liberty Blueprint
Coapany, 117 Liberty Street, New York City; HERMAN E.

MATTSON and WALTER A. ANDERSON, Prompt Photo Print service,
Inc., lhS Greenwich Street, New York City, and ARTHUR J.
LESHER and FRANK GAFFLEY, Royal Blueprint Company, h? Ann
Street, New York City, formerly at 128 Liberty Street,
all examined the photograph of Miss BENTLEY but stated that
trey could not recall her as a customer of theirs. They
all advised that since they have had so few women customers
over the years they would easily recognize the picture of
Miss BENTLEY as a former customer of theirs,

Mr. JOSEPH HERMAN, Industrial Phot>Pr1nt Company,
92 Liberty Street, New York City,.advised that his company
has been in business at this address only s November,19h9, therefore, the photograph of ELIZABET;x§ENTLEY was
not exhibited to him. .

Further in this pre-trial conference, Miss BENTLEY
advised that she first mot BROTHMAN in l9h0 in a Chinese

.- at -
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restaurant on 33rd Street between Sixth and Seventh évenues.
She also said that these later was a fire in this
restaurant and that they had to discontinue their meetings
at that place.

In order to determine the location of this
restaurant SA CAMERON c HdUGtBd the following investigation:

JOHN J. GRIBBON, Assistant Fire Marshal, Bureau
of Fire Investigation, New York City Fire Department,
Room llOh Municipal Building, New York City, produced
records which reflect that on February 23, l9hl a fire
occurred at the address lh1~1h5 West 33rd Street, New York
City. The owner of this building is the Fenn Arcade
Holding Corporation, 15p West Bhth Street, New York City.
These records reflect that the fire started on the third

~ floor roar which space was occupied by a women&#39;s retail
shoe company. Extended damages as a result of this fire,
included the Chinese Village Restaurant on the second
floor, lhl West 33rd Street. The insurable contents of the
Chinese Village Restaurant were estimated at &8,00J.OO
and the estimated loss on the contents at this address was
$500.00. The records further reflect that the previous fire
at this address was on August 8, 1938 with no damages
resulting to the restaurant,

On November 15, 1950, Federal Judge THOMAS J.
MEANEY, Newark, New Jersey, telephoned the FBI ic

t oi
off e in

from

the
he disclosed that Confidential

was con acted by an
ce at which t

Informant T-ll, who is believed reliable, had furnished
him with some information which he believed was of
importance, Accordingly, Confidential Informant T-ll was
interviewed at which time she furnished the following
information:

szzeai
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On November 16, 1950, LEWISON was interviewed by
an agent of the Newark Office relative to the material on
which BROTHMAN had worked for the Industrial Process
Engineers.w1tb specific reference to the "Kettles" which
Confidential Informant E=11 stated were manufactured by
the Industrial Process Engineers. LEWISON advised that his
firm receives numerous requests from companies and in-
dividuals ell over tho world who wish to enter business in
the chemical or industrial manufacturin field. These
requests are in the nature of invitations to bid and ask
Industrial Process Engineers to design the physical setup
of n proposed plant. According to LEWISON whenever such a

s1: T
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request is received which involves the setting up o a
chemical process, BROTHMAN is called upon to design that
phase of the chemical plant. BROTHMAN makes rough sketches
or drawings together with notations containing the pro- 1
posed setup and Industrial Process Engineers produce
finished blueprints from BROTHMAN&#39;S sketches.

I.Ew.I.SQN.e1s<> stated that
Enc&#39; s has performed a quantity of work for the Union
Uarbide and Carhon Company, Plant K-25, Oak.Ridge,
Tennessee, but that none of this work has been classified
as restricted, He_stated that the bulk of this work has
consisted in the manufacturing of "heaters" commonly called
"Kettles" which are chemical mixing machines. LEWISON
added that BROTHMAN had nothing to do with any of this work
with one exception. He said that BROTHMAN estimated the
heat load of one "Heater" which was described as a gasoline
super heater which was&#39;ordered on April h, 1950. " -

LEWISON said that although he has engaged BROTHMAN&#39;
services frequently since September, l9h9 to design
chemical processes for proposed plants, few of the bids
on which BROTHMAN has worked have been acc pted.

1£92._n.
following information
as obtained by Confidential ,

0 own iability:

Q
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gt Neg York, New ¥ork
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I

Will follow and report the action taken in
connection with BROTHMAN&#39;S appeal-

will obtain from United States
Southern District of New York, and report
the supplementary proceedings held before
United States Attorney HAO on December 7,

Will perform any investigation

Attorney,
the results of
Assistant

1950.

request d by
Assistant United States Attcrney RAO to ascertain
BROTHMAN¢S financial ability.
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REFERENCE Report of SA JOHN M. COLLINS,
10/26/50, New York.

Report of SA JOSEPH J. PALGUTA,
12/h/S0, New York,
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restaurant and that 001.1: should cg gm; Federal Bureau of
Investigation the same story as he did as to the origin of
their association. BROTHMAN then gave GOLD a description of
JACOB GOLOS and instructed GOLD to tell the agents that GOLOS
had introduced them. »

Also on this day, FBI agents interviewed HARRY
GOLD at the Brcthman laboratory. At the outset of the interview
GOLD identified a picture of JACOB GOLOS which was shown to him
by the agents. In a signed statement, he stated that he met
this individual at a meeting of the American Chemical Society
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in l9hO and that this man
requested his to get in touch with ABRAHAM BROTHMAN in New York
City. This man, according to this statement instructed GOLD
to discuss certain chemical processes with BBOTHMAN, pick up
blueprints pertaining to these processes from BHOTHMAN, and
evaluate the chemical processes against the blueprints. GOLD
claimed that about November, 19%O, he made en appointment to
meet BROTHMAN and in fact came to New York City and actually
met him. At this meeting, BROTHMAN gave blueprints to GOLD.

According to this statement also GOLD made
further trips to New York City from Philadelphia up until around
late 19bl on the average of one every six weeks. In this state-
ment, GOLD claimed that he met BROTHMAN in restaurants in New
York City and that at these times, BROTHMAN would turn over
blueprints to him,

Further, in this connection BROTHMAN testified
before a Grand Jury in the Southern District of New York on
July 22, 19%? and GOLD testified before this same Grand Jury
on July 31 l§§7. Both stated before this Grand Jury that they
met each other through JACOB GOLOS, GOLD giving such testimony
at the insistence of ABRAHAM BROTHMAN.

Actually however, HARRY GOLD in a signed statement
dated July ll, 1950 claimed that the story he gave the FBI
agents on May 29, 1§%7 and the Grand Jury on July 31, 19%? was
completely false. He further stated that he never knew JACOB
GOLOS, but met with BROTHMAN&#39;and picked up blueprints from him

I . -_ I- ~ . .,, &#39;_. .;,-- _ _
I 92-._a_
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at the request of an individual known to him as "SAM". GOLD_
has also stated that MIRIAM MOSKOWITZ was fully aware of this
false story and in fact sought legal advice on this story
from Isanoai czssr naantémin, BROTHM1N&#39;S attorney at that time.

MIRIAM MDSKDWITZ first became&#39;associsted with
A. Brothman an Associates in October, lqhk as a secretary.
In l9k6 she became a partner in this firm and was closelyassociated with BROTHHAN in his business, personal and social
act vi es. ,

On July 29 1950, a Grand Jury in the Southern
District of New York handed up an indictment to Judge SIDNEY
SUGARMAN charging ABRAHAM BROTHMAN and MIRIAM MSKOWITZ with
conspiracy to obstruct justice in that they together with
HARE! GOLD, a co-conspinator hut not a defendant agreed on
fictitious explanations of their associations with each other
and divers other persons in violation of Title l8, Section 88
�9h6 Edition!, United States Code. This indictment contained
a second count charging BROTHMAN with wilfully influencing
GOLD to give false testimony before a Grand Jury on July 31,
l9%7, in violation of Title 18, Section 2M1,  l9%6 Edition!,
United States Code.

BROTHMAN and MDSKOWITZ were arrested at 3:50 P.M.
on July 29, 1950, by FBI agents at Cliffwood, New Jersey, in
accordance with bench warrants previously issued by Judge
SUGABMAN. They were arraigned on July 31, 1950 before United
States District Judge r, H011 nsvxs of the Middle District of
Georgia who at that time was sitting as a visiting judge in the
Southern District of New York. Inasmuch as neither defendant
was represented by counsel their arraignment was continued
until August 2, 1950. Bail, however, was set by Judge DAVIS
in the amount of $25,000 for each. �

On August 2, 1950, before Judge DAVIS, BROTHMAN
pleaded not guilty to two counts of the indictment and MDSKOWITZ
to one count. Bail was continued in the amount of $25 000 for
each. MSKOWITZ subsequently was released on bail on August
16, 1950, and BROTHMMN on September l, 1950.
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Their trial began on November 8, 1950, before

Judge IRVING R. KAUFMAN Southern District of New York. On
November 22, 1950, the iury returned a verdict finding BROTHMAN
guilty on the two counts and MDSKDWITZ guilty on the one count.
Inasmuch as they had been remanded to the custody of the United
States Marshal at the start of their trial they were continued
in his custody. On November 28 1950 KADNMAN sentenced BROTHMAN
to five years imprisonment and #5000 fine on count two, and two
years imprisonment and $10,000 fine on count one. Judge KAUFMAN
determined that the serving of the sentence on count one was
to begin after the completion of the sentence on count two.
MDSKOWITZ was sentenced&#39;to two years imprisonmznt and $10,000fing. Both defendents are to be committed until all fines are
pa .

AGGRAVATING CIRCUM§Z§FQES

In BRDTHMANYS testimony before the Grand Jury on
July 22, l9H7, he admitted membership in the Young Communist
League while he was a student at Columbia University. Further,
a reliable informant of this office has advised that BROTHMAN
was a member at large of the Communist Party and in l9h8 delivered
a talk before the Hetti Lapatinc Club, Chelsea Section, Communist
Party in which he attacked the party leaders and defended EARL
BROwD�R.  Actually it is believed that BROTHMAN in his talk
defended FRANCIS FRANKLIN rather than EARL BROWDEH, since HARRY
GOLD has stated that BROWDER was a follower of FRANCIS FRANKLIN.
It should be noted that FRANKLIN was expelled by the Communist ,
Party in l9H8 for factionalism.!

At the time the verdict was returned by the Jury
on November 22, 1950 Judge KAUFMAN made the following comments
regarding the verdict:

"Ladies and Gentlemen: I want to thank you for
your thorough and patient deliberation. I think YOHI verdi¢Y
was an intelligent one and I think it was a proper Verdict in
accordance with the evidence in this case.

"I think that your verdict was a comP1@te 1n5i°ati°n
as far as I am concerned of the jury system.
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» "What I do not understand and I simply cannot

fathom is why people who seek to undermine the very backbone
of our country, why people seek to undermine that which give
them every opportunity ---- opportunity for education,
opportunity for livelihood, yes and an opportunity for fair
trial such as they have received here. I simply cannot
comprehend it. Perhaps the explanation can be found some
place else but it is far beyond me."

~Judge KAUFMKN at the sentencing of the defendants
on November 28, 1950, made the following comments:

"The defendants in this case have not only been
convicted of obstruction of justice, but what aggravated the
case here is the fact that the obstruction of justice serious
by itself was laid in the background of espionage. I said in
my charge to the Jury that the obstruction of justice is one
of the most serious crimes on the statute books because only
by safeguarding the purity of judicial process can it be protectah
I believe those were my exact words. when you destroy the courts
you have made the first inroad I believe to the destruction of
your country.

"When the verdict came in I said it was beyond
my comprehension that anyone would commit an offense of this
character against this country- and what is strange about this
is that the very country that these defendants sought to undermire,
and the evidence was clear and the verdict of the jury was clear
on that particular point, that the very country that they sought
to undermine gave them a fair, painstaking and competent trial,
something that they could not have obtained from the country
they sought to aid.

"The parents of these defendants came to America
seeking a haven from oppression so that these defendants, their
children, could be brought up in a wholesome atmosphere, an
atmosphere which recognized that God had created a human being.
the greatest thing which God has ever done; and that the human
being had a certain sanctity about him which if man made law
did not recognize it, natural made law did recognize it; and y
that this country recognized that that natural law was paramount ;
to man made law and once man made law conflicts with natural ~
law it had to give way.  &#39;
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&#39; _ "There are so few safe havens remaining on earth

today and its seems to me that these defendants sought to under-
mine the staunchest supporter of freedom in the world today.
I cannot understand, I said that when the verdict came in.
I repeat again, I Just cannot comprehend why these defendants
and others seek to destroy that which protects them from tyranny.

�The matter of imposing sentence you know
Mr. Kleinman is never a pleasant task for any court. It is
almost a God like function. You sit and place sentence upon
a fellow human being. In this particular case, I must say that
I have deliberated, I have spent a great deal of time giving
a great deal of thought to the matter of sentence, and I have
come to but one conclusion and that is that I regret that the
law under which these defendants are to be sentenced is so
limited and so restricted that I can only pass the sentence which
I am going to pass, for I consider their offenses in this case J
to be of such gross magnitude. I have no sympathy or mercy for
these defendants in my heart, none whatsoever. " i
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There are no known mitigating circumstances.
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ABRAHAN BBDTHHAN was born August 15, 1913, at New �
York City. He was educated in the elementary and high schools
of New York City, and was graduated from Columbia University in
1933 with a Bachelor of Science Degree. He was married on
June 15, 1927, to NAOMI METT. BROTHMAN, until his conviction
resided at 1-O8 hznd Street, Sunnyside, New York, with his wife
and two children.

A From the time of his graduation in 1933, BROTHMAN
worked as a consultant in the field of Chemistry for various ni
firms including the Blaw~Knox Company of Pittsburgh PennsY3�a
In 1958, snowmen together with mmm mnmm formed the
Republic Chemical Machinery Company. at that time, snore"-3-N
was the owner of a patent on a super turbine and gas liq°1
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In 1939, BROTHMAN tekxteredy greement
w�zh the Hendrick Manufacturing Company ch Street,
New York City, whereby BHOTHMAN was to try to sell this
mixer to various industrial firms. The Hendrick Manufacturing
Company, according to the agreement, was to manufacture the
mixer thus sold by BROTHMAN. BRDTHMAN was not a salaried
employee of the Hendrick Company, but instead received royalties
and expenses from them. This agreement remained in effect until
July, 19%2, when it was terminated.

About this time, BROTHMAN together with ARTHUR P.
WEBER and HENRY A GOLWYNNE formed the Chemurgy Design Corporatio
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H20 Lexington Avenue, New York City. BROTHMAN remained with
this company until August, l9HH when he resigned because of an
argument concerning finances with HENRY GOLWYNNE. At this time
he started A. Brothman and Associates with an office at 11% East
32nd Street, New York City. He later moved to 2928 klst Avenue,
Long Island City, New York. He also maintained a laboratory at
8503 57th Avenue, Elmhurst New York. This latter firm of
BROTHMAN, acted as chemical engineering consultants for several
industrial firms in the United States and abroad.

In August, 1950 A. Brothman and Associates gave
up its office in Long Island City and moved to Room 500, 35
West 33rd Street, New York City. This address, however, was
determined to be merely an address for receiving mail and
telephone calls. _

BROTHMAN has no known criminal record.

Reliable individuals have advised that MIRIAM;
MOSKDWITZ, who was convicted with BROTHMAN, has been his mistress
for several years. In this
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